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WHO IS RES =, 3NSIBLE FOR CONS TRUC TION? 
"Bennett misled oublic on Dease" 
I 
7• 
Face -to-face 
Young Micheile protected from the not-so-summery Terrace weather by 
her father's coat came face to face with one of the participants in 
yesterday'sparade down Lakelse Street. The parade was sponsored by the 
LEA DENIED SUPPORT 
FOR SPECIAL FISH STUDY 
VICTORIA (CP) -- The British 
Columbia 'government has rejected a 
call by Graham Lea (NDP--Prince 
Rupert) to set up a special egislative 
committee to examine the province's 
fishing industry. 
Premier Bill 'Bennett told the 
legislature in response to a question by 
lea that he recreation and conservation 
ministry as well as other ministries al. 
ready look after the fishing industry and 
that a special committee was not 
needed. 
Bennett said various reviews of the 
industry are already underway,by Lea 
to table documents, he said information 
in the reviews was confidential. 
Lea said several small fishing and 
packing companies have recently gone 
out of-business and that a special 
committee could better get to the root of 
the problem in the industry. 
He also repeated a charge made last 
week that it appeared large 
international firms were ga.~ging up on 
the small ocal companies, driving them 
out of existence. 
Lea told reporters there is an  
appalling lack of  knowledge about what 
is B.C.'s fifth-largest industry. 
He added he is worried about the 
concentration of ownership in the 
industry. ~ . 
I holier@:; that S th~ direction we're 
going and I believe that would be 
unhealthy," Lea ~aid. "I don't hink we 
could have a fishing industry that means 
anything if we have no ,competition i
that industry." 
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YeHowhead To*urlst Association to promote the sale of Yell0whead dollars. 
The pony in the plcture was one of a pair owned and driven by AI Wright of" 
Thornhlll. 
$81 million gift 
tied to stoppage 
VICTORIA (CP) - -Premier  Bill Bennett deliberately 
mimed the public with statements he made concerning 
conditions attached to the $81 million British Columbia 
received from the federal government.for B.C. Railway, 
Xary Lank (NDP-- Vancouver Centre) said Monday. 
Lauk told reporters that whtn Bennett announced 
April 5 the ~l-million agreement he said there was no 
direct connection between itand the announcement of a 
suspension ofconstruction on the railway's Dease Lake 
extension. 
/.,auk said that a federal transport official recently 
stated that a condition of the $81 million federal gift was 
that construction of the costly and controversial 
extension he halted. 
During question ~riod in the legislature, Lauk quoted 
Ernest Gilliatt, director of the freight capacity 
development branch of the railway directorate for the 
federalministwof transport, as saying such .a condition 
was central to the agreement. 
Lank said that Gillatt said. during a CBC Radio 
program last week that: "The indication of the 
agreement was that construction would cease and that 
there would not be further demands by the province for 
payments at this time." 
Bennett said he had never met Gilliatt and that he 
didn't wish to change his April 5 statement. 
/.,auk told reporters that Bennett hadn't "come clean" 
and was deliberately misleading the people of B.C. 
' Gllliatt's tatement is similar to testimony given to the 
royal commission i vestigating the B.C. Railway earlier 
this month by railway board chairman Jack Frayne. 
Bennett has said the construction suspension is only 
~temporary .  .......... • :. . . . . . . . . . . .  - - : .  / : :  . ..~. .. . . . .  - ...... 
DEFICIENCIES INAPPLICA TION 
Port Angeles oilport proposal 
blasted L,y probe consultants 
OLYMPIA, Wash. (AP) -- 
Northern Tier Pipeline Co.'s 
ap.plieation for siting of an 
oil port and tank farm near 
Port Angeles is seriously 
deficient, the state Energy 
Facility Site Evaluation 
Council was told Monday. 
Council members then 
discussed at length the 
report by its independent 
consultant, CH2M-Hill of 
Seattle, for nearly two hours 
before deciding to defer 
further action until the July 
11 meeting. 
MONEY FOR INSULATION 
Money coming to pad your home 
l eafs in grants to reinsulate omes. 
In outlining the program 
Monday, the federal 
government said to qualify 
for grants provinces will 
O'ITAWA (CP) -- The 
provincial governments will 
ihave to decide whether to. 
participate in a new federal 
rogram providing $1.4 
ion in the next seven 
have to lower si?eed limits, 
beef up building code , 
remove a sales tax on i - 
suiation and change 
• metering for electricity and 
gas in apartments. 
A background paper 
released'by Ottawa stud that 
so far  all provinces but 
Quebec have said they will 
adopt the new building code. 
• Energy Minister Alastair 
Gfllesl~ie said he has had 
"positive responses" from 
the provinces on other 
conditions proposed. 
But in Edmonton, Alberta 
Housing Minister Bill Yurko 
said he could not say 
whether his province would 
participate. He said three of 
the conditions caused him 
no concern, but he could not 
understand why highway 
speeds had been included. 
G i l l esp ie  sa id  
Newfoundland,  New 
Brunswick, Manitoba and 
the Northwest Territories 
already have met the four 
conditions and he hoped the 
others will agree to 
sometime in July. 
The program will not 
cover Nova Scotia and 
Prince Edward Island 
where Ottawa provided 
insulation grants earlier this 
year to help combat the 
highest elecirical rates in 
the country. 
DECLARE GRANTS 
Hut in those two 
provinces, the funds 
Minister says budworms 
reaching epidemic level 
continued defoliation is 
exP, Thected to be severe. 
e insect damage, he 
said, will substantially 
increase the amount of 
mortality, die-back and 
growth loss." 
Waterland notes that, 
"meanwhile, the forest 
service has established a
number of large signs in the 
Fraser Canyon region 
advising motorists and oth- 
ers that the region is 
suffering from insect 
damage and that the area is 
being studied as part of the 
forest protection program." 
The forests ministry had 
planned to spray areas of 
the canyon with the 
chemicals Sevin.4-ofl and 
Orthene to control-the 
budworm. 
VICTORIA (CP) -- The 
.spread of • the spruce 
budworm has reached 
epidemic proportions, with 
widespread defoliation 
being reported in several 
parts of British Columbia, 
Forests Minister Tom 
Waterland said Monday. 
Waterland said in a news 
release--the s cond on the 
subject in as many weeks-- 
that he spread of the insect 
is developing as 
predicted." 
The minister was a strong 
supporter of the need for 
chemical spraying to 
control the insect, but last 
month such a program was 
overruled by cabinet after a 
vocal public protest. 
The news release says 
that Don Owen, forester-in- 
charge of the protection 
division of the ministry, said 
the fastest development of 
the life cycle of the insect is 
occurrin$ in. the Lillooet 
region wn, ;re warmer, more 
favorable conditions have 
existed. 
"His concern is supported 
• by federal . forestry 
entomologists Roy Shepherd 
and John Harris who have 
conducted on-site' surveys 
and report widespread de- 
foliation is becoming more 
apparent as insect-stricken 
trees are turning red on 
momltain sides," said the 
minister. 
"Dr. Shepherd said the 
number of budworms in 
practically all areas and 
particularily the Anderson 
River ~r~#.~age is high and 
In other action, the unload crude oil at Port LISTED INADEQUACIES 
council voted 8-2 to allow A~ge!es and then route it to The consultant's report on 
ClaliamCounty to intervene the Midwest via a cross- the Northern Tier 
in the application by Trans state pipeline, application listed the 
Mountain Pipeline Co., for Trans Mountain wants to folloyin~ inadequacies: 
permission to establish an unload the crude at the --hacX ot alternative 
~as~.. rt at Cherry Point, Atlantic Richfield facility at descriptions for terminal, • Cherry point and then ship it tank farm location and 
Trans Mountain and to the midwest via an pipeline routing; 
Northern Tier are already existing Canadian --Lack of adequate 
competing for the right to pipeline, inventory information on 
establish an oil port for Establishment bf an oil which to hase a comparative 
trans-shipment of Alaskan 
crude oil to landlocked port east of Port Angeles analysis of impacts; 
Midwest refineries, would run contrary to the --Lack of sufficient 
state's Coastal Zone information to determine 
Northern Tier wants to Management Plan. the geographic area that 
However, Governor Dixy will be affected by the 
Lee Ray has said she will proposed facilities; 
request that the federal --Lack of specific 
government amend the plan measures to be taken to 
to allow siting of a port at reduce or. prevent adverse 
Cherry Point. imvacts. 
provided are outright grants 
while the new national 
program will make the 
grants of up to $350 
taxable--they will have to 
be declared as income in 
annual tax returns. 
"It is interesting to note 
that the two provinces with' 
Liberal governments will 
get more money," T.C. 
Douglas, the New 
Democratic Party energy 
critic, told the Commons. 
The government hopes to 
have it in effect by Sept. 1 
and in its first year of 
operation grants will be 
provided for homes built 
rior to 1921 in New 
runswick, Quebec and 
Ontario, Manitoba and 
Saskatchewan nd prior to 
1941 in Newfoundland, 
Alberta, British Columbia, 
the Yukon and the 
Northwest Territories. 
The qualifying date will be 
advanced each year until 
1984 when all homes built 
E rior to Sept. 1, 1977, will ave become eligible. 
Homes built after Sept. 1 
will have to meet higher 
standards in all 
participating provinces so 
Will already meet he higher 
insulation requirements. 
t A Northern Tier 
representative immediately 
asked for. perm';ssion to 
begin drafting of a 
environmental impact 
statement to provide the 
firm's answer to the 
consultant's report. 
Weather 
Yesterday's High: 15 
Low:10 
Today's prediction's: 
High: 15 
Low: 9 
Cloudy with rain showers. 
SPECTRE OF NUCLEAR POWER 
LOOMS OVER INDUSTRIALIZED 
VANCCUVER (CP) -- Chairman 
Robert 8onner of British Columbia 
Hydro said Monday that North America 
will be forced into a greater reliance on 
nuclear power as the present century 
draws to a close. 
In a speech to the Washington Bankers 
Association convention, Bonner said 
Canada faces an oil shorts~e by the mid- 
1980's, with the first deficit occurring 
this year. 
Bonner said the difficulties "have not 
yet dawsned" on Canadians and 
suggested that "unless we are very 
successful in finding new reserves," the 
problem will quicldy become critical. 
He was not optimistic about sources of 
power other than nuclear fission. 
River Systems in B.C. and the Yukon, 
Bonner said, could only offset what he 
called the increasing demand for power 
for about six to seven years in those 
areas. 
Referring to the enormous upply of 
coal in both Canada and the United 
States, Bonner said the exponential 
growth of demand will reduce a 
projected 400 to 500 years supply at 
present demand levels to about 150 to 200 
years supply at increased levels. 
Claiming the hydrocarbon energy 
period represents only a bubble in 
energy history, Bonnet said such 
proposals as solar energy, tidal energy 
and wind power will not make any 
appreciable dent in the total power 
demand. However, he said, fusion 
Wer, now under development in 
ssla and the U.S., is a "very good 
prospect." 
Bonnet said that fusion power may be 
viable by the turn of the centur, 
according to experts, but hinted that he 
does not have much hope it will be  
available in time to prevent the energy 
crunch. 
I , , . nstead, he said, fission reactors will 
be in widespread use within a few years, 
bringing to about 500 the total required 
to help meet U.S. demands in the year 
2,000. 
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Graduate 
Diane Marie Fauehon of Terrace is a recent graduate of 
the University of Victoria. She received a bachelor of arts 
degree with first class honours in psychology. 
INCLUDING B.C,'S PINCH/LAKE 
Mercury in fish is nation-wide 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  At least 
.273 Canadian fresh water 
bodies contain mercury- 
contaminated fish, says a 
list compiled by the federal 
environment department. 
The list was compiled 
from information collected 
by department agencies and 
should not be considered 
complete, say documents 
made public by the 
depar tment.nProvincial 
• governments likely had 
additional information to 
supplement the list. 
The documents are replies 
to written questions 
submitted in the Commons 
by Perrin Beatty (PC-- 
Wellington-Grey-Dufferin 
Waterloo). 
steady diet of them can lead' 
tonMinamata Disease, 
irreversible mercury 
poisoning. 
FIGURES STAGGERING 
"It's just staggering," 
Bsat~ said in an interview. 
"I find it very disturbing. I 
was surprisedto find it is so 
extensive. 
"We tend to look on 
mercury pollution as a 
s t r i c t ly  nor thern  
phenomenon." 
He added that it will be 
important o get technical 
experts to analyse the list. 
The data might be useful in 
applying pressure on the 
government to do something 
about the contamination. 
The list shows that most of 
Some of the 
contamination is man- 
made, some of it is natural, 
say the documents. They list 
nine induslries as known 
sources of mercury 
p.o. llution in 21 lakes or 
nvers. 
Other possible man-made 
sources were not listed 
because of ha lack of 
knowledge of mercury 
emissions into the air. 
The 273 lakes and rivers 
all contain fish with 
mercury levels exceeding 
0.5 milligrams per Idl0gram ~ 
of edible meat. Fish with 
that level are  cons idered a 
hazard to health and a. 
the affected lakes and 
streams--roughiy ~ 160--are 
in Ontario. Manitoba had 40, 
Saskatchewan and Quebec 
22 each, Northwest 
Territories 12, New 
Brunswick six, Alberta four, 
Nova Scotia two and British 
Co lumbia  and  
Newfoundland one each. 
The provinces or 
territories with the highest 
numbers of polluted waters 
also are those where the 
health department has been 
doing extensive testing for 
mercury palsoning among 
Indians and Eskimos. 
This testing has found 
natives with abnormally 
NEW BRUNS WICK 
Investigation may pin blame 
in jail fire that killed 21 
SAINT JOHN, N.B. (CP) 
-- A police investigation 
should be completed and a 
decision on whether to lay 
any charges made today or 
Wednesday in the jail fire a 
week ago that ook the lives 
of 21 prisoners, Crown 
prosecutor  Wi l l i am 
McCarroll said Mopday. 
~"We'll be prepared to 
make some kind of a 
,decision within the next two 
days," McCarroll said. 
The toil rose to 21 Monday 
with the death in hospital of 
Ivan Gary Donally, 28, of 
Saint John. His brother, 
Allan, said Ivan had 
suffered brain damage and 
severe burns to his lungs. 
The other 20 victims died 
the night of the fire, which 
officials say started in the 
padded cell used to detain 
troublesome prisoners. 
Chief coroner Mullen 
Hughes said all 20 were 
asphyxiated. 
Autopsies on about 12 of 
them showed it was the 
i ,  , ,  cause without exception, 
he said in an interview. 
"There was no burning." 
Samples were being taken 
inside the jail to find out the 
exact nature of the smoke 
that killed the men. "It 
would look as though thei'e 
was poison in the smoke 
from that particular area 
suspect 
that at the moment." 
WILL EXCHANGE INFO 
Fire Chief Percy Clark 
said that once the 
investigation i to the fire is 
completed and cleared by 
the appropriate officials, he 
hopes to exchange it with 
authorities in Columbia, 
Tenn., where a jail fire 
Sunday killed 42 people. 
Both fires started in 
padded cells, Clark said in 
an interview. "The 
circumstances were quite 
similar." 
The material used in 
padded cells, he added, is 
"quite common throughout 
the jail  and prison 
operations in the United 
States and Canada." 
He declined to say 
whether the gases given off 
by the material here were 
the same as given off by the 
fire in Tennessee. 
Authorities in Tennessee 
said the burning foam 
rubber in the padded Cell 
there spewed heavy smoke 
and toxic fumes, including 
carbon monoxide and 
possibly some cyanide gas. 
Clark said he has not con- 
tacted the Tennessee 
authorities yet, howevel;, 
because he realizes the 
position they are in. 
"All hell has broken loose 
down there and they're right 
into the middle ofit, ana I 
know I wouldn't have appre- 
ciated too many calls from 
the outside. 
"And I imagine they're up 
to their eyeballs trying to 
get reorganized so we 
thought we'd wait until they 
had a few days to work on it 
and then contact hem in 
regards to what their 
problems were so that we 
could compare them with 
our problems." 
A BOON FOR MAINE 
QUEBEC (CP) -- The Soleil. "I know of transfers 
state of Maine is already of nearly $2 million from 
profiting from the northeastern Quebec to 
possibility that Quebec may hanks in my district of 
separate from Canada, says Eagle Lake." 
John Martin, speaker of the The possibility of an inde- 
Maine House of Representa- pendent Quebec is an issue 
• tives, of some interest in Maine, 
• ' "I am in a position to say particularly among the 
;that during the last few Franco-Americans who 
• weeks many people have make up 35 per cent of the 
transferred their money state's population, he said. 
from Quebec to Maine," He declined further 
Martin said in an interview comment, saying he did not 
,published Monday in, Le. want to start a controversy. 
high mercuryblood levels in 
Ontario, Quebec, Manitoba, 
Alberta, B.C. and the Arctic. 
Indians in northwestern 
Ontario have showr, 
symptoms of Minamata 
Disease while six of 64 
persons tested by Monlreal 
neuro log is ts  in  
northwestern Quebec have 
been confirmed as victims. 
An_other nine are considered 
probable victims. 
The industries nalned in 
the  env i ronment  
department list are: 
Cominco Ltd. at Pinchi 
Lake, B.C., Prince Albert 
Pulp Co. Ltd. at Saskatoon, 
Dryden Chemicals Ltd. at 
Dryden, Ont., Dew 
Chemical of Canada Ltd. at 
Sam[a, Canadian Industries 
Ltd. at Hamilton, Canadian 
Industries Ltd. at Cornwall, 
American Can of Canada 
Ltd. at Marathon, Ont., Dew 
Chemical at Thunder Bay, 
Ont., Domtar Ltd. at 
Queviilon, Que., Aluminum 
Co. of Canada Ltd. at 
Arvida, Que., and Strachem 
Ltd. at Beauharnois, Que: 
Dryden Chemicals was a 
related operation of Reed 
Ltd. which operates a pulp 
LOUGHEED'S PREDICTION 
and paper mill at Dryden. 
Mercury' was used in the 
pulp-making process until 
the fall of 1975. 
The Reed operation has 
been accused of 
contaminating the English- 
Wabigoon-Winnipeg 
River system where 
mercury pollution in 
Canada first was 
discovered. 
$20 oil price tag by 1980? 
JERUSALEM (CP) -  
Premier Peter Longheod of 
Alberta, after a series of 
meetings in Saudi Arabia 
and Iran, ~redicis the world 
price of oil will rise to $20 
U.S. a barrel by the early 
1980s from the current price 
of $14.50 abarrel at Persian 
Gulf ports. 
Lougheed, in an interview 
Saturday in this Israeli 
city-- the latest stop on 
Middle East tour--saidit s 
"highly probable" there will 
be a sercous energy 
shortage in the early to mid- 
1980s. • 
He said the shortage will 
create aseller's market and 
strengthen the Organization 
of Petroleum Exporting 
Countries (OPEC). 
"All the indications I
~'eeeive would lean toward a 
rapid rise in crude oil prices 
in the early 1980s." 
Lougheed, premier of 
Canada's major oil- 
producing province, said he 
achieved his objective in a 
visit to Iran and Saudi 
Arabia, two key OPEC 
~ountries. 
SOUGHT ASSESSMENT 
He wanted "to try to get 
as good an assessment as 
possible of the future of 
OPEC, the possibility of an 
energy shortage in the mid- 
19B0s and the impact of both 
of these on future energy 
prices." 
He said a serious energy 
shortage would obviously 
affect Alberta. 
It would encourage the 
federal government to 
continue its commitment to
"trending our wellhead 
prices to inte." 
"We are going to have to 
recognize in Canada that it 
is going to take higher 
prices to introduce serious 
conservation efforts." 
The shortage "should 
encobrage private money 
into oil sands and heavy oil 
development." 
"It should also put 
renewed emphasis on our 
secondary and tetiary 
recovery methods for 
Alberta oil, and it + should 
cause companies to 
accelerate their efforts to 
find a technological 
Carter, warns ,Israeli. govt 
that all lands negotiable 
cleared by the White House. 
At the same time, the 
Carter administration 
warned both the Israeli and 
Arab sides to the dispute 
that they will have to make 
difficult compromise and ff 
there is no progress this 
year toward a negotiated 
peace, "future disaster" 
might envelope the Middle 
East. 
Department spokesman 
Hodding Carter said that by 
this h6 meant  "the 
resumvtion of about war.". 
The statement called 
again for creation of a 
Palestinian homeland. 
Carter said Israel has 
been advised that the 
administration interprets 
pertinent United Nations 
resolutions as requiring Is- 
rael to withdraw on all 
fronts-- the Sinai, Golan 
Heights and Gaze, as well as 
the West Bank. 
Each year, the population • 
of India increases by more 
than 13 million. 
WASHINGTON (AP) --  
The Carter administration 
has served notice on Israel 
that no territory, including 
the Israelioccupied West 
Bank of the Jordan River, 
can be automatically 
excluded from Middle East 
peace talks. 
"To automat ica l ly  
exclude any territory under 
dispute would be contrary to 
the principle of negotiating 
without preconditions," the 
state de.partment said 
Monday zn a statement 
YELLO WHEAD DOLLAR DAY 
HOMAGE 
TO DEAD 
LEADER 
OTTAWA (CP) -- 
Spokesmen for the four 
political parties paid tribute 
Monday to Andre Fortin, 
leader of the federal Social 
Credit party who was killed 
in an automobile accident 
F r iday  near  
Drummondvilie, Que. 
"The tragedy of his death 
was a cruel one for his wife 
and children," •Allan 
MacEachen, acting prime 
minister, said in the first of 
the tributes in the 
Commons. 
"He was determined his 
view of politics and this 
country would not be 
confined to his own 
province." 
Fortin, 33, successor to 
the late Real Caouette, was 
driving from Ottawa to his 
home in Victoriavflle, Que. 
Police say he probably fell 
asleep at the wheel and his 
ear left the road. 
Progressive Conservative 
Leader Joe Clark said 
Fortin's career was too 
short. He was elected MP 
for Lotbiniere in 1968 and 
became party leader last 
year. 
"Those who had occasion 
to work with him know how 
zealous he was," Clark said. 
"He spent all his energies 
identifying the needs of 
Canadians. He was an 
outstanding MP full of 
promise." 
Ed Broadbent described 
Fortin as a noble and a hard- 
working Canadian. 
ghe said F'ortin believed in 
both Quebec and Canada 
and was tryinr to find 
solutions to enhance that 
dual relationship. 
Charles-Eugene Dionne, 
Social Quebec riding of 
Kamouraska, said Fortin 
"was not only the leader of 
our party but for all of us a 
close friend." 
Funeral services will be 
held today in Victoriaville. 
Prime Minister Trudeau is 
expected to lead a 56- 
member delegation from 
Ottawa. 
. •  . . .  
WIN 
SPECIALS 
?AON - THURS JUNE 27,- 30 
Al l  single pattie burgers 
51.00 
each day 25 negotiable 
coins will be given away 
to lucky customers 
"It could be you!!" 
4342 Lakelse Avenue , Terrac 
/~ IMegoll~lg e
i~ Coin +~ 
OPENING HOURS 
10 
10 
a.m. 12.p.m,. Sun. Thru Thur. 
a.m. 1 a.m. Friday & Saturday For takeouts Phone 835-1100 
breakthrough in the 
development of the oil 
sands.'" 
HAS ADDED INTEREST 
As the owner Of vast coal 
reserves, Alberta has an 
added interest in the energy 
• scene. 
A shortage in the t980s 
"seems to render bur coal 
deposits as an even more 
important interim resource 
andit should prove in time 
that our coal policy was 
right--sufficiently cautious 
about early development 
and directed at encouraging 
adequate development." 
Lougheed said the 
information he and his 
delegation collected "has to 
be distilled into a lengthy 
report which I will edit." 
The report will go to the 
energy committee of 
cabinet "to provide a basic 
resource document for our 
future resources policy." 
The premier said that 
after discussions with 
cabinet colleagues, he plans 
to report o Prime Minister 
Trudeau on his tour. 
MONIQUE BEGIN 
Federal minister reiterates 
carl for const#ution talks 
VANCOUVER (UP) --  
Revenue Minister Monique 
Be~n says Canada nd the 
Umted States have signed a
working agreement to 
conduct simultaneous audits 
of mu l t i -nat iona l  
corporations. 
She said Saturday the 
working agreement is 
aimed at corporations who 
use their multinational 
status to evade taxes. 
Her  Amer ican  
counterpart, Commissioner 
of Internal Revenue Jerome 
Kurtz, visited Ottawa last 
week to sign the agreement, 
she said. 
Miss Begin, who met with 
women's leaders and 
representatives of French 
Canadians during her five- 
day visit here, said that 
Quebecers have been 
captured by Premier Rene 
Levesque's vision of a 
nation, and seized by fears 
that the French language is
being threatened. 
Canadians must give 
Quebecers a new vision of 
Canada as a nation and 
assure them that French is 
not being threatened, she 
said. 
Miss Begin reiterated her 
call for a constitutional 
assembly to include about 
200 people, both elected and 
non-elected. 
PARLIAMENT TOO BUSY 
The assembly would deal 
with the emotional aspects 
of confederation which 
~ee rliament can not handle cause it is too busy 
governing the country, she 
said. 
The minister said she is 
neither in favor of 
cent ra l i za t ion  or 
decentralization; there 
should be a trade-off of 
powers between the federal 
and  prov inc ia l  
governments. 
She said she feels the 
federal government needs 
more power to deal with the 
economy of the country. 
Introduction ofanti-inflation 
laws was difficult because 
many areas which had to be 
covered came under provin- 
cial; not federal, 
jurisdiction, she said. 
She told a Liberal party 
luncheoh Sunday that the 
federal government would 
not repeat mistakes made in 
the 1968 Official Languages 
Act when it drafts new 
legislation. Prime Minister 
Pierre Trudeau has said 
some changes in bilingual- 
ism policy will occur, 
including a reduction in the 
number of civil service 
~ osts designated as ilingual. 
© Brszmh Columbm....,.....,. [=crest Products Limited 
BOSTON BAR DIVISION 
requires a 
HEAVY DUTY 
MECHANIC 
To preferred. Coastal IWA ra)es and 
benefits apply 
Telephone applications accepted. Call 
collect to: Douglas Daniels (604) 867.9214 
APPOINTMENT 
:. • 
-q 
' I 
BILL THOMPSON 
Fred Weber, President of Skeena Broadcasters Ltd., is )leased to 
as Manager of CFTK Radio in Kitimat. Mr. Thomson, who has a 
background in Business,Administration, Public Relations andMarketing 
was previously with the sales department of CFTK Radio and TV in 
Terrace. 
••  •• mill t 
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"We have a s,pecial 
smile fo r  you is 
what their buttons 
say. 
Local merchants and 
their employees turned 
out Monday to collect 
r, their badges and kick 
~/0ff the summer  
"campaign to promote 
tourism in B.C. 
Representatives from 
Ter race  Council, the 
R.C.M.P., and local 
:,Brownie packs were 
~:present. The Co-op 
~ Bakery ,  Nor thern  
Drugs, Dog n' Suds, the 
Terrace Hotel, the 
Bavarian Inn, Manuel's 
Safeway, and the Kalum 
Motel and Schnitzel 
House were also 
represented. 
Gwynne McCullough, 
manager of  the local 
:'~tourist information 
~bureau, saysshe thinks 
:the campaign is a good 
:idea "became it will 
~:make people more 
~aware of tourists, and 
:'every business in town 
'will benefit if we 
welcome them." 
COURT TOLD• 
False identity 
; for babynapper  
+~ SURREY, B.C. (CP) -- A 
California woman faked a 
diary describing her 
premature delivery of a 
baby boy to cover her plot to 
kidnap another mother's 
~hild, a pre-sentence 
l~i'ovincial court hearing 
Was told Monday. 
"Sandra Ann Hanoum, 25, 
6f. Hayward, Calif., also 
known as Sandra Gillen, has. 
pleaded guilty to kidnapping 
then twoweek-old Cameron 
Greet~ from his Surrey home 
6n Sept. 7, 1976. The baby 
~as found unharmed two 
COUNCIL AGAINST 
PRESS COVERAGE? 
Jolliffe said that he felt recreation commission 
that commission grievances meetings? 
should have been discussed Not according to council's 
with council first," but he recreation committee 
denied that he was pushing chairman Vic Jolliffe but a 
Hoe• said Hanoum had for a ban on coverage, recommendation accepted 
decided to kidnap a baby "We don't have the power by council Monday evening 
before the Green baby was to tell the Commission what has an ominous ound to it. 
born. to do," he responded when The recommendation 
He read the court excerpts asked as what he would be called for "a discussion 
from a diary kept by the two proposing to the advisory regarding press attendance 
women, although written body. at commission meetings 
mainly by Conley, which in- . But when it wag pointed (to) be held with the 
cluded Hanoum's fictional out thatcouncil was already commission." 
account of bearing a recommending that a In answer to a question by 
premature baby after discussion take place, the Herald, Jolliffe'said that 
fainting at Vancouver Jolliffe replied that the the recommendation had 
General Hospital. press would have to wait followed press coverage, of 
GAVE STATEMENT until tonight's commission the last eommnssnon 
Hoem also read a meeting to hear what he meeting at which 
statement Hanoum gave to would have to say. considerable discontent 
American FBI officials at Jolliffe said that as far as with council had been 
Delegation from Terrace 
to United 
Prince George has been selected 
as the site for the location of this 
year's annual general assembly of 
the United Native Nations 
organization. 
The meeting is scheduled to run 
from July 8 to July 12 and between 
500 and 1,000 Indians of many tribes 
are expected to converge on the 
exhibition grounds in Prince George 
for the occasion. 
Local representative Mark  
Robinson said a tent city will be 
formed on the periphery of the 
grounds for the duration of the 
gathering. 
All people of Indian ancestry who 
are permanent residents of British 
THE HEMALD,  Tummy,  JuM 21 ,  11~.  +,L , .~OI~+~~, ,  '+ ' " "  
NO SNUB . . . .  • .+ .,+:-~,o ; ,~ .~ "~ +-,t+++ : t'" ~++' ; ' L~t+ +'+ t~'+/7 " 
Mayor sorry., 
• :: t. '+ 2 J}.-. ~ " 
i I +' ~? ~:;~ '" " about counc ~'++t +' : "~' " 
non-attendance.:  
By ANDREWPETrER bad not recently received 
Herald Staff Writer notification of the re~ptioo 
Mayor Dave Maroney althoughhe conceded that .' 
says that he intends to thecouncil hadbeen edvt~d.~: 
~orlogize to the Alberta of the meeting in May. ::. !/+ ! 
thwest Chamber of But Alderman Vie Jollif/e~+ 
Mines and Resources and representatives of:tl~..~( 
following criticism tha.t district administration said:.  
council was not represented that reminders had. been 
at their reception i  Terrace circulated to all ,. C~: i : :  :+: 
last week. members last week."~ i , .  !:,., 
About 40 representatives Jolliffe explained that/ l~, ; 
of gas and oil, steel, lumber and Alderman Bob Coop~_ ~:/ 
supply, drill rig had been unable tO a t lond  
manufacturing and nerwee the reception because. ~.i~.~. 
companies hosted the s imul tane°us - re~!  °~m~: 
reception Friday night but district meeting,/: '  ":/i:, i,i :' 
no one from Terrace council Maroney insisted :tbat~.~.~i; 
showed up. had not received ~:~o~e?~:~ i + 
Maroney told council and Alderman. .~:Doug ' i , .  
Monday evening that he Mmnf°edclalm.~.thAt~w~ki"~"+ 
c o m m i t m • n t S~,!;4< :+b.a ~;~;::. intended to write a personal prevented him.f~m." p i¢~"  . 
letter to the Alberta 
organization apologizing for up his mail at me amtric~ :.. 
his absence at the event, dfice last week. : :: ..... = 
The other aldetme'.n~.~_:".i, " 
The mayor said that he Pease, ,Talstt~ii,~i~":--~:: 
Giesbrecht - 0ffei~ed~ho `%'~ " ' 
Natives talk 
in the assembly and bus 
transportation toPrince George will 
be provided to all members of 
United Native Nations. A 
membership card must be shown in 
order to hoard the bus which for this 
area, will leave Prince Rupert July 
7. A definite schedule has not yet 
been drawn up. 
In addition to regular association 
business, including the election of a 
new wexecutive, the assembly will 
feature films and discussions on 
such subjects as aboriginal rights, 
land claims and the coalition of' 
natienative Indians. 
Further  information on the 
assembly can be obtained from 
explanation for their faii m~, 
to attend the meetiin~. .:'- : :  ' 
Mter ~e reception, a, 
Terrace and . ~ist t ic t : .  
Chamber of Commerce~'.~, :. + 
spokesmem described tim/ 
council members. ~;+, : .  
as a "bush league social aa@ - 
political snub", to tl~ 
Alberta representativ.ea... 
• "Their intent was to meet. :
with municipal officials amd 
the Chamber of Commerce 
and learn something of the 
economic and social flavour 
of Terrace," Mike Tindall 
said. 
Tindall said that he hoped 
that the council was 
sufficiently well or~ni~ed 
in the future to ensure that 
there is no repetition of the i 
situation. 
,In modem Spuish, the 
bullfighter is called a torero 
with the word toreador, 
referring to the bullfighter, 
=~ks  later in California. the time of her arrest he knew the press would be expressed. "Columbia are eligible to participate Mark Robinson at 635-2585. no longer being used. 
Ij"A second Hayward alleging a man offered $400 permitted to attend IlI•I•••I•II••I••I•I•IIIII•••I•••I••I••I•••II•••••I•I•II••I•IIIII•III••IIII•II••III•I 
~woman, Rena Conley, 21, to help obtain the' Green •tonight's meeting. . =. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  m 
ivas acquitted two;mOnths baby . .  '~ , '~ '. '  ': ~ :.Is Terrace couneil, trying l "  : " ' " " . . . . .  . . . . .  . " ' r :  : . . . i : c+:  " ' ' . I .  • :' "~"  ' '~  "~)""  . . . .  " . _. : L . : . : .  ~ 5 ; '~  I 
~gO~risingOn kid appingfrom thechargeSsame anlier theatenedStatement o-Saidreportthe" to stifle press coverage of ~ !~M 
~.Ineident. her to immigration officials ~ A 
z: Crown prosecutor Allan for working at the hospital SO l., i I,\ 
kitchen without a permit if creds 
-: she refused to co-operate, m 
Her account said that  Help for ~,e ,  the members of the break : [: 
._~*~ blackmarket baby operation B 
, Squamish failed to meet her after the the  law : 
.. kidnapping, she decided to 
i SQUAMISH, B~C. (CP) -  keep the child for herself. VICTORIA tCP, -- The ~' 
Hoem produced other tic- Social Credit government is 
Premier Bill .Bennett will titious accounts of the breaking provincial law and .I I'.: 
attempt to "Jii'range a events leading up to the disregarding advice of one 
meeting with the federal government to discuss k idnappp ing  which of itsowneommissionsby "~ "~!. 
conflicted with Hanoum's going ahead with the 
assistance for this town 40 • ~ile, s north of++Yancouver, FBI statement, controversial 2,4-D spraying 
Earlier, psychiatrist Dr. program in the 0kanagan l I .  ~i.i.:'::" .+M.ayor Pat Bre.nnan said Graham Knight-Webb lakes region, Dennis Cocke ii i "  'N ;!:/" 
:S~nday. testified that he believed, (NDP--New Westminster) 
,i The commission cecom- unlike two, other said Monday.' l 
.mended retraining and psychiatrists who had inter- Cocke told the legislature ! 
"relocation of some viewed Hanoum, that she that the Pest Control m ' . . 
employees and transfer was suffering, from Products Regulations Act u can  turn your don ' t  wants  Within the rail;,vay of others amphetamine psychosis, states that all instructions 
but it did not give details of Hanoum " could be on herbicides and pesticides s ! 
what form economic assist- absorbed into society quite must be adhered to fully. 
once to the community quicldy with the appropriate The NDP MLA said that 11 • 
+.Ok.++i t+a + +  Or O.h.We   ++.++r++ + "  
matter for discussion by said. KleentoeontrolEurasian into cash with a ..... '+  {~overnments, he railway, "Remorse is the far milfoil in the Okanagan, the ~ " ' '  • 'i 
Unions and Canada greatest stress she is ~overnment is breaking that nn ::'il !~ i I 
Manpower. suffering at the moment." row. . 
+o, +Ok. +ot. /i 
• Class i f ied ad. " approval of municipal or Herald regional councils, i' ' i !!ii: :'" 
Sum er . i I 
reading ." 
Kids of all ages are invited ~ , "  " ' I . : .  n:.:, 
to join the summer reading I ' ' i : :  
programme at the library. • Fill in your ad copy below (one word per space) and ' . . I : :  If you like mysteries, 
moon travel, monsters - m , • - ~I...-/ 
booksofallkinds-paddleupthe Skeen from Skidegate I . send with $2.00 to The Herald 3212 Kalum St. Temce :!:ii':  
to Terrace as you read. I l • I .  : 
The first meeting is I I  ~ 
Wednesday July 6 at 1:30 It ' m:: 
p.m. at the library. 
At the last meeting of the Royal Canadian Legion, 
Branch 250, Kitimat, four members were presented 
with Past Officers Medals with Executive Bar. Fred 
i: Steel (left) is seen receiving his medal while fellow 
. recipients llarry Gibbon and Dave llarvey look on. 
Bob Anderson also received the award. 
Sunday 
I 
: ,.'.I 
I [m ", 
, I 
u, ,u"'os'n" " " • n . i 
, '  . , I  
During July, August,. and t m 
September the library is i '~:i, ,:il:: 
closed on Sundays. " II :/ IRI~ . . 
The rest of the week, I ,, ./':...iil ),.;~., . 
hours are the sam( ; :  i l l  . . .> . . . , : : / .~ .  ,.. . 
Monday: closed, Tuesday- II .. ':"+~:;~+,'.~;:I:. 
FridaYl0.5,: I0-5, 7-9, Saturday: [][] .',~.,~.:~.'.I_,. 
Saturday story hours are [] i 
not held during the summer • li. 
they will resume in [] IB~ 
Septer~bc r , l l I l  IIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IllIIIllIIIllllIllIIIIllllllI!I!~' 
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Wrong time 
to give funds 
The debate over public funding for independent 
schools has been an emotional and drawn-out 
discussion, one that has been going on since the 
Vancouver Island col.enial legislature passed the 
province's first Public Schools Act in 1865. 
At that time, the province's founding fathers 
art iculated a philosophy that guided the 
government approach to education for 112 years: 
"We are not disposed to be concerned with the 
imperfections of the bill so long as two great 
principles - free schools and non-sectarian systems 
of education - are enunciated in this province." 
With legislation now before the provincial 
legislature to provide public money to separate 
schools, the government is declaring its clear 
intention to change this commitment. Education 
dollars may now be diverted to independent 
institutions, an important and dramatic move that 
will have long-term repercussions on education. 
Unfortunately, the results may be negative. 
It has been said that government should 
concern itself with doing the greatest good for the 
greatest number. An extension of this argument 
would suggest hat providing money to help both 
public and private schools achieves that very 
end. More people would be helped. 
The worry, however, is that funds will be 
diverted from needs of the larger, public education 
community. There ai'e enormous drains on the 
education ministry and calls for public funds 
increase annually. British Columbia schooling is 
lacking in a number of areas: English-language 
training for immigrants,  . programs for 
stude.nts with learning disabilities, community 
projects to help deaf children rather than having 
them sent to Lower Mainland institutions, 
vocational training. It seems, also, that whenever 
inroads are made into handling the tough problems 
of better educzting our young people, the price 
tag rises. Yet, if we are to raise our children to 
meet he problems of a highly-competitive society, 
we must provide a proper education system. 
But the limits on education are obvious. Many 
are financial. Already, close to $1 billion in public 
funds is spent on educating British Columbians. To 
'properly provide facilities in remote or rural areas, 
like the northwest, means a substantial outlay of 
capital. 
P..ven with the restrictions the government placed 
on separate funding, there will be a substantial 
outlay of capital from the start. Public money for 
unindependent schools could clear the path for a 
proliferation of new institutions, all legitimate, all 
run by sincere groups wihwith precepts they hold to 
be genuinely important. But nonetheless, all 
potentially undermining the ability of Victoria to 
provide for the public system. 
Under the proposed act, separate schools will be 
able to establish their own admission policies. 
There will not be open accessibility to these 
publicly-funded schools. Is that a wise way to 
administer the provincial purse? 
We think not. We believe that a government so 
committed to budgetary restraint and financial 
tightness may, in future, make tough decisions 
about education that will include sharp cutbacks. 
But with the new necessity to prpvide basic 
support o private school, there will be even more 
taken from the public system. 
This is not meant o argue the right of separate 
schools to exist nor to suggest the quality of 
education offered by the independent system is in 
any way inferior. Rather, we feel that providing 
public dollar~; at this time it would be a step 
backward in that it will add an unnecessary 
strain to the province's already staggering 
education budget. 
Traditionally, the separate school system has 
been just that -- sepr~rate. For the time being at 
least, it should remain so in funding as well as 
educat onal emphasis. 
TOPPIX 
t9/I t,~ C,t*,C~gO Tt,Uune N Y NewbSyncI Inc 
• " :  
' :'~.',' would you ~o along with the idea of 
' .~..: all your finaneia, interests into a 
Nind trust. Morton?" 
• Interpreting the news 
Multinationals come under scrutiny 
WASHINGTON (CP) - -  The world's current dependence 
on Middle East oil and the acts of the Organization of 
Petroleum Exporting Counfries (OPEC) have diverted 
attention from the growing influence of multinational 
troleum corporations. 
ut as OPEC dominance fades with development of
other energy sources, the power of the corporations likely 
will becomt more apparent. 
The multinationals are involved in almost every aspect 
of energy development, buying control of new oil and gas 
sources, gaining a major share in ther reborn coal 
industry and moving into uranium fuel. 
As their power grows, the corporations may be moving 
beyond the influence of governments. 
Senator Frank Church (Dem. Idaho) says the acts of the 
corporations during the 1973 OPEC embargo illustrate 
"the fact that multinational oi companies were not really 
susceptible to the direction of their home governments." 
t 
~ '~I,,. 
~.6  • ' 
Durmg the OPEC embargo, Britain-worked out 
arrangements forspecial supplies of OPEC oil. 
CUT SUPPLIES 
Supplies of non-OPEC oil, however, were cut 
accordingly by BP and Shell, which allocated'the non- 
OPEC ollelsewbere. 
Churcb, chairman of the U.S. Senate subcommittee on 
foreign economic policy, writes in the latest issue of 
Foreign Polic~, magazine t~t  the corporations did a fair 
job ofallecatmg oil during'the mbargo. 
Since 1973, the corporations have continued to acquire 
energy sources, raising speculation that their long-term 
goal is to control all energy supplies. 
In the U.S., oil and gas companies make up 14 of the top 
20 holders of U.S. coal reserves. Federal Energy. 
Administration forecasts indicate that the companies will 
Control more than half the coal production over the next 10 
years. 
[ )  • 
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Petroleum companies also control ~ per .cent of ..U..S. 
uraniun reserve and 62 per cent of uramum mmmg 
capacity. Some also have been full participants ina world 
uranium cartel, ostensibly under the direction of Canadian 
and other governments. 
The Petroleum giants may be joined in their control of 
energy by a few other companies. U.S. railroads, which 
have a heavy stoke'in transporting coal and other 
minerals, also are buying into gas, coal and uraniun pro, 
duct/on. 
The possibility emerges that the continuing rowth of 
the multinational energy corporations may place them 
beyond the control of elected national bodies. 
This growth may make it less easy for governments 
penetrate the complexity of multinational pricing ano 
supply arrangements involving 10 to 20 giant corporations, 
each With subsidiaries In dozens of countries anddozens of
industries. 
Bus iness  spot l ight  
i 
Higher oil pr,ce 
rneans sands use 
EDMO1VtON (CP) - -  Great Canadian Oil Sands Ltd. 
(GCOS) r ~  world-level oil prices ff it is to finance a
50-per-cent morease inproduction, ea.ys W-L.. Oliver, the 
company's vice-president of co,_r~rate asmws. 
GCOS, which started Canada s first commercial e l- 
sands extraction plant in the Athaba.sca 0il sands of. 
northeastern Alberta 10 years ago, has governmem 
approvalto increase its daily production to 65,000 barrels 
from 50,000. 
But trouncing the expansion is impessible unless GCOS 
receives world-level oil prices, Oliver said in an 
interview. 
Last ~ear GCOS had a ~'7-milHon debt on its $230- 
million mvestment and achieved a SL~-millinn profit only 
by having $31 million in royalties and in.~rests forgiven 
by its major shareholder, Sun Oil Co. ,.m. 
Oliver said the caking and processing facilities 
required to increase production to 65, _0~) barrels would 
cost between $100 million and $150 million. 
SAVE $76 MILLION 
On the other hand, the additional 16,000 barrels of daffy 
production would save Canada $76 million annually in the 
cest of importing off at current world 'prices. 
oliver said since Syncmde Canada Ltd. has been 
promised world-level prices when. its. ollsan.ds plant 
starts production ext year C.,COS snomu amo be given 
the same treatment. 
He said world-loves oil prices, after adjustments for 
transportation, would give GCOS $60 million in additional 
annual revenue, needed to finance xpanded prooucuon. 
Oliver said Sun Off, which owns 95 per cent of 
outstanding stock, has poured substantial funds into 
GCOS without a return. 
He said that although GCOS had a debt of $67 million 
" last year, it still had to pay~¢~8 million in royalties to the 
Alberta government . . . .  
Oliver said that in 1972, prior to the sharp increase in 
international oil prices and the inflation that followed, 
GCOS had general operating costs of $64 million, but by 
1976 these costs had increased to $150 million. 
: NOT LEGAL UNTIL AGE 14 
In Hung Kong, child labor persists 
HONG KONG (Reutor) -- 
The Hung Kong government 
has doubled fines for 
factories caught employing 
children under 14 as cheap 
labor. 
But policing clothing and 
gadget factories is a giant 
task for the 100 labor 
inspectors in this British 
colony. 
Their realm covers 37,000 
factories and most of them 
eml)loy less than 100 
workers each. 
Labor Commissioner Ian 
Price, who raised the 
maximum penalty to about 
$2,125 said the social evil 
exists here, but not on a 
large scale. 
He said that child labor 
provoked foreign criticism 
and hampered Hung Kong 
trade negotiators ".because 
it is used as a basis for the 
fallacious argument hat 
Hung Kong uses cheap labor 
to achieve competitive 
prices." 
In 1969, i,700 factories 
were raided and 600 children 
found A raid on 6,230 
factories last November 
uncovered 31 children. 
In doubling the fines, 
Price called on courts to 
impose stiffer penalties on 
convicted employers. He 
also has written to 90 trade 
Urban councillor Elsie 
Elliott has attacked the 
government on the issue of 
child labor. 
She said the best solution 
would be to increase the 
bceadwinner's salary and 
establish a minimum wage 
so that a man could fully unions asking for their support his family. 
support in weeding out 
offenders, said that child 
He said, "In general workers did not make up a 
terms they work because large proportion of Hung 
they want to and because Keng's labor force, but still 
their parents have no estimated "they run into 
objection." thousands." 
AFTER ALLENDE WAS TOPPLED 
When discussing their 
working conditions, she 
makes comparisons with 
Victorian England. 
"I wish Charles Dickens 
could have come here. He 
would have had plenty of 
material." 
A spokesman for the Hung 
Kong Federation of  
Industries, whichgroups 
1,000 companies, welcomed 
the increased fines, but said, 
"More inspectors would he 
one solution to stamp out the 
problem." 
Price plans to rectify the 
situation with ,d new influx 
of trainee inspirers. 
When doubll/~S the fines, 
Price warned'~Ing Kong 
firms about the dangers ol 
being insular or complacent 
about foreign criticisms. 
"Such charges will be 
~rticul_arly. damaging to 
.ong Kong's reputation and 
trading_ interests in the year 
.ahead when several major 
in ternat iona l  t rade  
agreements are due to be 
resegotiated." 
Former Chilean police chief now washes dishes 
Valehzuala doesn't hink 
of returning to Chile, saying 
it is a useless dream. To 
return would o~y result in 
death or imprisonment. 
"We try to make a life for 
ourselves here," he says. "I 
tell the young people to I~O to 
vocational schools where' 
they an improve their1 
language and specialize in 
some trade." 
work as a nurse's aide. 
Their two children, aged 
18 and 15, have adapted well 
to their new life. 
WINNIPEG (CP) -- 
Francisco Valenzuala fled 
his native Chile in 1975 in 
search of a life free of 
controversy and fear. 
As the influential chief of 
police in Santiago at the 
time of the military coup in 
1973, he had experienced 
enough of both. 
Immediately after the coup 
Valenzuula was jailed for 
two years and when he was 
releasod the oni~ course 
open to him was to,eave the 
c°su~trYl~e migrated to 
Canada. 
"We were prepared to 
accept anything when we 
came here, but of course we 
were hoping it would be 
something we had been 
trained for," he said in an 
interview. 
But language barriers and 
the question of citizenship 
made that dream 
impossible and Valenzuala 
was forced to take jobs 
washing floors and dishes 
and making mattresses. 
But while doing so he 
studied English. Last fall he 
got a job as an inspector 
with the Manitoba Liquor 
Commission only to be 
inadvertently involved in a 
union dispute because of 
some minor contract clause. 
But the dispute and the 
publicity it created 
concerned Valenzuala 
because he wanted to 
present a good image in his 
new home. 
"We know the Canadian 
authorities are watching us 
and we don't want them to 
stop other Chileans from 
coming in," he said. "We're 
not political leaders. We left 
Chile because it was 
impossible for us to continue 
livmg there after the coup." 
RISKED DEATH 
The life of Valenzuala nd' 
his family was nearly 
destroyed during the bloody 
coup that depended, 
Valenzuala said, on the 
instil!ing of fear and 
confusion among the people. 
"It wasn't a revolution, it 
was an all-out war. There 
was indiscriminate killing of 
people ... it didn't matter if 
the~, were rightist or 
leftxst." 
But he and his family sur- 
vived the coup and the 
imprisonment. 
Today, his English is 
vastly improved and he can 
carry on casual 
conversations. His wife, 
Miriam, an education 
professor inChile, has found 
HERE'S A CHANGE OF PACE: 
HOUSE PRICES ARE FALLING 
Vancouver continued to hold the 
record of the highest prices for an 
average home. The price of an 
average bungalow increased to 
~I,000 from $93,000. ' 
In Edmonton, the price dropped 
marginally to $70,600 from $71,000 
since last August and in Regina, the 
price dropped to $54,5p0 from 
$62,000. . 
The average price in Winnipeg 
rose to $56,000 from $51,000. 
This year, demand for homes has 
been strong because of a drop in 
mortgage rates inc'e last December 
following cuts in me lending rate by 
the Bank of Canada. 
.While mortgages ,were peaking 
close to 12 per cent last year, buyers 
began to resist and sellers of houses 
had a difficult time finding takers. 
This led to a buildup hi supply. 
Now that demand is strong again, 
the real estate industry in almost 
every part of the country has 
reported a brisk business. 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The price of an 
average house dropped si.~nificantly 
in a number of major cities across 
the country in the last year with 
some of the largest decreases shown 
in Quebec province, a survey by 
Royal Trust shows. 
House prices fell by as much as 10 
per cent in some parts of Montreal 
between last August and June I this 
year but drops also were indicated in 
Regina (12 per cent), Fredericton, 
N.B. (4.3) and some suburban To- 
ronto areas. 
The Royal Trust survey, the only 
national survey comparin[~ the 
average city-to~:ity price of snnilar 
homes, found that prices either 
dropl~ed or showed no change in 33 
locatzona. 
Prices increased in 35 locations 
but in only 12 did the rate of increase 
equal or exceed the 6.1-per-cent 
inflation rate during the period. 
In Montreal and areas, where 
prices already are among the lowest 
in the country, the survey found the 
price of an average three-bedroom 
bungalow in Hudson dropped, to 
$48,000 from $53,000, inPier/'funds to 
$29,000 from $32,000 and in Pointe 
Claire to $26,500 from $39,000. 
In the Town of Mount. Royal, a' 
suburb of Montreal, the average 
price of a ~imiler house dropped to 
$63,000 from $65,000 while m St. 
Lambert, a suburb on the south 
shore, the average price increased 
to $47,500 from $45;000.. 
A sin:tier house in Halifax in. 
creased to $53,900 during the period 
from $50,000 but dropped to $40,000 
from $41,500 in Saint John, N.B. 
The price of that average house 
increased to $80,500 in central 
Toronto from $76,000 in the last year 
while dropping to $67,650 from 
$69,000 in Misslsssuga nd to $64,900 
from $65,900 in Oakville, both dor- 
mitory communities. 
The survey found that the 
suburban Kcrrisdale area of 
t 
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Jays outpower Yanks 
TORONTO (CP) -- Light- powering the Blue Jays to a bases full in the fifth, run on a single by Chris over the right feeld fence. 
hitting Hector Tortes be[t~ 7-6 American League Tortes, who came into the* Chambliss. SCORE IN EIGHTH 
a grand-slam home runwith baseball victory Monday game with a .219 average, Doug Radar's run-scoring Toronto's decisive run 
twooutin the fifth inning for night over New York [hen hit a 2-2 pitch into the single in the eighth inning came in the eighth on a 
Toronto's first hit and Yankees. left field seats for the first drove in what proved to he single by Velez, a stolen base and Radar's RBI hit. veteran Ran Fairly Loser Run Guidry, 5-4, grand slam in the 70-game the winning run, as New 
slammed a tiebreaking two- retired the first 12 Toronto history of the expansion York added two runs in the In addition to his .~19 
run homer in the sixth, batters, but walked the Blue Jays. ninth on a bases-loaded average, Torres enteredthe 
,,, Toronto starter Jesse single by Rickey Rivers. game with one homer and ' p-rts'So l Jefferson, 4-7, held the Reliever Jerry Johnson i~iveRBIsinl0~at "bale. " I Yankees to a pair of hits, strnckoutThurman Munson Velez became Toronto's 
inc lud ing  Thurman with the bases full toend the fwst baserunner when he 
Munson's first-inning game. walked to start the fifth. 
homer, until they tied the But in the bottom of the Fairly sacrificed and Rader 
score with three unearned sixth, former Yankee Otto also walked. Guidry struck 
runs in the sixth. Roy White Velez singled with two out out Doug Ault but walked 
doubled home two runs and Fairly, the Blue Jays' Alan As[iby on a 3-2 plt~h 
following a pair of Toronto designated hitter, drilled his after getting ahead on the 
~, errors and scored the tying ninth home run of the season count 0-2. Torres followed 
' ' with his grand slam. 
With one out in the New 
York sixth, Bucky Dent Cub  dump Exp 4 3 reachedonathrowingerrer 
0S = First baseman Ault fielded Mickey Rivers's soft 
grounder but his try for a 
MONTREAL (CP) -- Ivan inning trailing 3-I but Pinch-hitter Gene Clinas win against six Ioesesw~le force at second was wild, 
DCJesus scored Mike ~rooeeded totee off against greeted reliever Will reliever Bruoe ~uuer allowing Dent to take third. 
Kelleher with a sacrifice fly losing pitcher Santo Aleala, MeEnansy with a" ground- recorded his 20th save. White and Chambliss then 
to cap a three-ran rally in 2-6. ball single to right to score The Cubs, who swept a came through withtheir hits 
the seventh inning that Steve Ontiverus started Swisher before DeJesus threegame series in San to tie the score. 
earriedChieagoCuhetoa4- with a single to centre, delivered his gamewinning Francisco last week and After Munson's first- 
3 National League baseball moving to third on S~ve blow. returned home to take a inning homer, Jefferson 
triumph over Montreal Swisher's double. Kellener Bill Bonbam, who surren- three-game set from the retired eight batters in a 
.... : Expos Monday night, followed with a single to left dared three russ un six hits New York Mete during the row until Muason ~o~urth~. 
. .... .i. ': The Cubs, who have won to score Ontiveros ~md rive In the six innings he pitched, weekend, moved into a 14) with one out in the 
I .... i :: seven in a row, entered the Aleala from the game. gained credit for his eighth lead in the first when Larry 
~ ~ ~ ~  ~ E '  iilili Bittner delivered his fourth • ' home run of the season. 
' i I CL c 408 he" - - "  trying to steal by Ashby and Chambliss flied out. Bittner, dealt to the Cubs With his two hits, Munson arew m'mm~'A '  by theExposlastseason, was New York's only 
stroked a 2 -~- pitch into the basertmner until the sixth. 
' -.,:!i.~!i:iil • right-field bleachers after Neither side stranded a 
: • • . , : L . . ' / '  :~ : ,  :. 
• " ~ " ,  ,.#;.:.'!:i:. ! !~,&:~';~'~:~ . " .: i ..'~;}~!i~ BLOOMINGTON)Minn. eightgames, he's gO for 32, a Augustine took the lo~ and DeJesas flied out tolead off rannerantilP.e~JieJaeksun 
~!<~:,. . d ro~ to 8-9. the same. grounded out following (AP)--J';ed Carew drove in .625 Dace. But the Expos, who Chambliss's game-tying 
three runs with three hits Go-ltz, 8-4, survived a Rookie Bob Goriaski, who managed just one ~ in single in the sixth. 
and Dave Goltz limited the shaky first inning, when came into the game bat/inK 
Brewers to seven hits as Milwaukee scored all its just .U4, also batted in three their four-game weexenn 
Minnesota Twin~ toppled runs, and settled down to runs with a home run, series against he Pirates in 
Milwaukee 10-3 M~nday pitch his second straight double, and single. The Pittsburgh, came back with f 
night in an American complete game. He walked homer was Gorinski's first, three runs in the bottom of K S ' "  
League baseball game. just one and struck out nine, The Twins overcame a the first. 
Curow raised his batting while winning his sixth threerun deficit and Dave Cash started the 
average to .408, tops in the game in the last seven assumed an 8-3 lead in the inning with a double off the 
majors, with his S-for-4 starts, seventhun Rich Chile.s' run- left-centre wail and after Of~[~[a[ qu[~s 
performance. In his last Brewers' starter Jerry producing single. Chris Speier walked, Ellis • Valentine dumped a single OTI'AWA (CP) -- J~n Mos- 
into shallow centre to score sman, technical • co- FOR BOSTON Cash. ordinater of the Canadian 
Tony Perez followed with Canoe Association since streak goes on asingleto.ghtpastseeond 1972, bas resigned his pust o Losing baseman Kelleher, who return to private busin, in 
• made a futile dive at the ball Toronto. Messman coached 
• and Sprier and Valentine Caeadianpadd]h~ teams at 
DETROIT (AP) --  Dave years Boston has lost at powered Red Sox offence scored easily, four Olympic Gamea--l.960, 
A good catch  Rohorts catterod six hits to Tiger Stadium. The Red Sox did not have an extraDase The Cubs threatened in 1964,1968 and19"/2--and eO- 
, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : .~, .................. . :.:,~. win his first same in six had won 10 consecutive hit. ""-~...,'F the t0p,of.. the. third:'as--~ordinated the Canadian 
'~ :'~ .... " ," " ..... - -:. ~" "~-' , ::".':: . . . .  ' games in Detroit, including " De.Jesus singled with .one canoe program at the 19r/8 
seeondoveraUT~i~fiieii|:'-~ or~;emfln~lsa&e~ ~tona~De~°oitn~yer~nbe~an t all nine last year. Detroit scored all its runs out, advanced to second on Montreal Olympics. Lind. Mil}o;,,ld of Terrace Dog and S~; n' !~ l eac~e me . . . . . . . . . . . .  
ladies softball team proudly disphys the . . . . . .  Am=,.I,,o. t=o=,= h,,=h.U trophy she won as best catcher in last in top spot. Dog and ~suas msLonJ]y one gin. -ome to exten~t'l~e R d Sox Roberts was in danger on extra-base hits. A single Aleala's balk and took third 
weekend's Kitimat Ladies Softball and that was to the Prince t~e rge ~ea , ~l~g slreak to four games his°nlYfourth°nce whil victorypieldngagainstuP bYsteveTitOKemp,sFuentusdoubleand rookiesave OnButBittner'SAlcalaSingle.fanned B ll Var#a /eaves 
• Itwas the first timein two seven losses. The high- the Ti{gers a 1.0 lead in the Buckner and got Bobby 
first mning against Rick Murcer to fly to right to get DENVER (CP) 
out of the inning. Top athletes will !Gin =ocov r Wise, 4-,. JoeVeteranhockey pub l i iS tVarga  has quit ll 
Two homers standings]-----directorofpublicr .lations birthday ce I e b rat,o ns 'i",°nef°r Colorado Rockies aflerseasOnNationaiwithHock,the 
,n one ,nn ng ... =ERICAN' LEA.tlEHPRE$$ -, N.II~alL.IlU.EN, League club, In bis 
O~rAWA (CP) -- Top parts of the world. Several activities in St ,fohn's, Esd W L P©I. GEL resignation, Varsa cited a 
athletes from across the cbansed their own plans to Nfld., on Thursday and W L I~)GSL O~I=0o 46 22 .~7~ desire to relocate in the 
Boston 41 29 51M --  Philadelphia 38 31 .SSl OV= eastern U.S. as his reason 
country have agreed to join m the program." move to Halifax for similar New York 4032 .$562 PlHsburgh 383] .551 eva for quitting the post. 
participate in a program Lee and Thelma Wright of ceremonies Friday, Canada conceived by the federal Vancouver, the only Day. ' CINCINNATI (AP) - -  the 40-year-old left-hander Baltimore 3834 .S~84 St. Lo~ls 3832 .$139 
husband and wife team in Cyclist Jocelyn Lovell of Willie MeCovey belted two twice hit batters with the Clevelmnd 34 34 500 5 M~tr~l 29 40 .(~0 17Vz 
Toronto and skater Sylvia home runs in a 10-run sixth bases loaded. Mllwsuk~m 35 37 ,41~ 7 New York 29 41 .414 18 = , Ford will play department of fitness and amateur sport to celebrate last year's Olympicgames, Detroit 
Canada's birthday, July I. in field hockey and track Burka of Winnipeg face one inning, including his 17th Darrell Evans ignited the Toronto 27 43 .31~ 14 Los Angeles 48 25 .6~ 
The program is called respectively, will join put- of the toughest tasks as they career grand slam to move shelling with a triple off w~d ClnclnnMI 3733 .52~ ?v= WASHINGTON (AP) " -  
Join In With The and  discus-competitor lead off a bike rally in ahead of Hank Aaron as ~oe starter Jack Bililngham. ~lrmesota (~ 31 . .~  - -  $~n Francisco 3440 .~914V= Former president Gerald 
Champions. Bruce Pirnie of Winnipeg ThanderBay, Ont.,atga.m. NaUonal League's all-time Gary Thomasson scored chlcaoo 393~ .as7 ] Hoos~on ~ ~ .~32 W/~ Ford will be among the 
"We didn't have much and Canada Games gold- on Canada Day, catch a leader, powering San Evans with a sacrifice fly CalifornlaKansas City 353S 3334 .SU'S~S ~( SanAtlantaDle0o ~7314545 .~oa.3rs =o,/=~s'/~ guests to play in the seventh 
' Texas 33 35 ,485 6 Monday Results lime to put it into effect, but medallist Peter Richardson plane with their bikes, and Francisco Giants to a 14-9 before the 39-year-old Lee Elder Celebrity Pro-Am 
the response from the of Fredericton, N.B., in lead another cycling rally victory over Cincinnati McCovey followed with his Oakland . 30 39 .435 9)/~ C.hlcaOo 4 ~Ao~treal 3 golf tournament Sept. 2-4 in 
athletes has been activities at Newcastle, from the Wirmipeg airport o Reds Monday night. . solo homer, his 12th of the Seattle 33 44 .429 Joy=. San Frencls¢o ~( Cincinnati 9 Williamsburg, Vs., it was 
tremendous," said Bill N.B. the legislative buildings at Trailing 8-1 after three m- year. McCovey thus became t,~mdsy R~uHs Phlludelphla 4New York 2 announced Monday. Other Giants the first batter in baseball Baltimore 9 Cleveland 2 St. Louis 6 Plflsburgh 1 Harsh, the director of the Swimmers  ' Nancy  11 a.m. nings, the celebrities to appear in the 
program. Garapick of Halifax, Cheryl bombarded Cincinnati history to hit two home runs Torontooelrolt 47 B stonNew York] 6 HoustOnLos AngelesW San2 AtlantaOlsg° 61 benefit, include comedian 
Gibson of Edmonton and Ne W f~f~t '~h pitching for four homers, in the same inning twice, chlcaoo 10Sea~e4 Bob Hope and baseball's 
refusai"We exceptdidn't forhaVeathletes°ne Bruce Robertson of t~t.~,~t.~  two doubles and a triple~ Johnny Bench drove in ~mnesots o ~,waukee 3 Hank Aaron. 
committed to meets in other Vancouver will take part in with recently activated four runs for the Reds with g~nus City at California N Texas at Oakland N . 
reliever.JoeHoernergiving tWO doubles, one a bases- 61 l& l  for Cougars up his second grand slam in loadedshot in theflrst. Can ists paddle a--. , . TerryCarnutt, l-2, earned The worddenimgocs De VICTORIA (CP) -- . Prior to McCovey s sand."his first maiD/" league win. back to15th-century Fra.nc~ . , when "serge de Nimes" ~as Victoria Cougars of the slam', HoarDer had allowed Reliever Joe Henders0n, 0-1, produced in • Nimes, a 
Western Canada Hockey the Giants to go ahead when was the loser. • • French textile centre. League announced Monday, 
to  third place that Jack Shupe, former ~ P [ ~ I [ I ~ ~ 6  manager-coach of Medicine 
Hat Tigers, has been signed NOTICE 
OTTAWA (CP) -- meda'llist John Wood of to a three-year coaching 
Canada's national canoe Mississauga, Ont., in  contract. 
team. led by Olympic silver singles, placed third of eight Shupe, who was replaced 
countries competing at an as manager-coach of the 
weekend intern'ational Tigers by Vic Stasiuk, said |N  OBSERVANCE OF CANADA DAYs TUESDAY, JUNE 28 
• ' •regatta in Belgrade, he welcomed the chance to 
Northmen Yugoslavia.wood teamed with Mis- coachand believed in BritiShtheCOlumbiacougars FRIDAY, JULY  1, 1977,  THE FOLLOWING 
' sissangateam-matetandem would be most competltive POLLY'S CAPE win 10-0 partner Gregg Smith.to win next season. CHANGE ,N REFUSE P ICKUP 
a gold in the 500 metres and Shupe replaces Pat 
Terrace Northmen a bronze at 1,000 metres. Ginnell: who coached the 
blanked Prince Rupert Sue Holloway of Ottawa club for most of the last four |S INTRODUCED: Chinese & Western Food 
104) Sunday in Pacific took three silver medals at seasons arid recently sold I 
Northwest  Rugby his majority ownership to GARBAGE NORMALLY COLLECTED 
Ray Haramboure, a. 
the meet, placing ',secon in 
aetiori. The win leaves the B00 metre kayak singles, TAKE OUT ORDERS 
the Northmen 7-2 with Ann Dodge of Vancouver hotel owner. 
for the season. Waverley, N.S., in the tan- Haramboure and business ON FRIDAY WILL  BE P ICKED UP  ON 
AI Westbrook sparked dem kayak, and then partner Paul Panchyshyn 
the Northmen attack teamed with Dodge and will serve as Cougar THURSDAY, JUNE30, 1977.  DAILY OPENING HOURS 
with a try and a convert. Cartierville, Que., paddlers governors and Bob Briscoe, 
Mike Jaschinski Lucia Guay' and Kare a former Cougar employee 
completed the scoring Lukanovich in the B00 kayak and most recently a scout THE GARBAGE DISPOSAL LANDFILL 7:00 M - V:00P  
with a try. four. for Lethbridge Broncos, will 
Plans are being Jean Barre of Quebec won be general manager, also on a three-year contract. GROUND WILL. OPEN TO SMALL finalized for a July 30, 31 a third-place bronze medal 
and August I rugby in the men's 500 kayak Shupe, manager-coach in 
tournament in Terrace. single. Medicine Hat since 1970, VEHICLES ON FRIDAY, JULY 1 1977.  4639 KE ITH AVENUE 
Teams from Prince Romania won the over-all compiled a 235-198-51 win- 
loss-tie record with the PHONE 638-1848 Rupert and Kitimat are team standings followed by 
expected for the three- Bulgaria, Canada, Hungary, Tigers in league p~a~ and D ISTR ICT  OF-  TERRACE 
day event. Yugoslavia, Cuba and took the team the 
Poland. Memorial Cup final in 1973. I , ) 
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Lions and Bombers looking for speed 
He~/~i coach Bud Riley of recruiting in that regard, recently from Hamilton Johv) Sciarra at flanker so although canadian AI Cha- Hardemann,~'a: defensi~,e 
Winnipeg Blue Bombers and positions and imports have Winnipeg will be paying "With more speed on the Tiger.Cats of the EFC. Both far, with Bright getting ruk would like to get more hack, would be s.bffted to  
British Columbia Lions will been inserted into the particular attention to outside, our inside receivers were once memhers of the most of the Playing time. pla~ing time. Charuk was running neCK against u.~, 
imports Jee~ Waiters and Lions. He's an import dropout from acquired recently from spelling off veteran Richard 
Mike Washington against "We have good quiekness Florida State -with ira- Toronto Argonauts in the Crump. Hardemann also 
in McDonald and Willis is pressive speed. _ Wayne Smith trade, will he used as a kick 
fast for short distances," Sciarra, a second-year p o Rapp said Sunday he returner on special ted,s'. 
said Riley. "Then there's who would like to play wouldstart Jerry Tagge at 71njuries will sideline 
area battle on the other side . quarterback, was used as a. quar terback  aga ins t  veterans Jim Heighto~'al~d 
between Waiters and ~ receiver at times last Winnipeg, with Gary Chuck Liebrock and rookies 
Washington." soasoj~, but mostly from the Keithley also someduled for Steve Scully and Bill 
The Lions, who have split wingback position. He s also, work. Tagge got the start Bowerman tonight. ' • 
their first two exhibition a member of the punt and when the Lions beat Rapp also sazd he would 
starts, also have indccated kickoff return teams. Saskatchewan i  their first insert three Canadians as 
that an import would be CHARUK HERE exhibition game and starters for the first 
desirable at one wide Veteran Jim Young, still Keithley started in a loss timeSdefensive end Gary 
receiver position. , able to turn on the speed last week to Calgary Robinson, guard Tom Ku- 
Head coach Vic Rapp has when he's healthy, would Stampeders of the WFC. ' daba and defensive baek 
used both Leon Bright and seem set  at split end, Riley said import Buddy Doug Carlson. i .~ 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  speed is needed at the 
be keeping a close watch on 
their respective wide 
receivers tonight when the 
• Western Football Con- 
ference teams meet in an 
. exhibition game at Empire 
Stadium. 
Both teams have adopted 
the philosophy that more 
will be open more and that lineups. 
The Bombers, with wil let 
exhibition wins already over the Lions. us do more things 
Montreal Alouettes of the offensively." 
Eas tern  Footba l l  "We need more FOUR IN FIGHT 
Conference and Saskatche- production from our wide Riley said Waiters and 
wan Roughriders of the receivers than we have had Washington are battling for 
WFC, have already cut in the past," Riley said on one wide receiver position, 
Canadian wide receiver Bob the weekend. "We era- with Canadians Mark 
Larose, a 10-year veteran, phasized speed in our McDonald and Slade Willis 
locked in a duel for the other 
spot. 
McDonald, a Vancouver 
native, has played two 
seasons for the Bombers, 
while Willis was acquired Zisk and Randolph 
:lead all-Star voting 
: NEW YORK (AP) - -  
Richie Zisk of Chicago 
White Sex has overtaken the 
• other outfielders and New 
York Yankees' Willie 
Randolph as reclaimed the 
lead among second basemen 
: in American League all.star 
. balloting announced hy 
commissioner Bowie Kulm 
Monday. 
Zisk, acquired by the 
White Sox from Pittsburgh 
Pirates last winter, moved 
from fourth place into first 
with a total of 1,261,830 
votes. He replaced Boston 
Red Sox' CarlYastrzemski, 
the leader for the last three 
weeks. Yastrzemski slipped 
to second place with 1,- 
241,434 with team-mate 
Fred Lynn third at 944,581._ 
Reggie Jackson of New starting catching job. 
York and Joe Rudi of Burleson's battle at short- 
California Angels, two stop is even tighter. He has 
formidable members of last 747,534 to 718,257 for. Bert 
winter's free agent class, Campaneris of Texas 
are running four-five among Rangers. Bucky Dent of the 
the outfielders. Jackson has Yankees is third with 680,664 
881,600 and Rudi 871,153. and Kansas City Royals' 
Randolph, the Yankees' Fred Patek fourth with 
second baseman took over 648,939. 
the lead at that position with The other leaders, all with 
988,589 votes to 890,885 for 
Don Money of Milwaukee 
Brewers. Denny Doyle of 
Boston is third with 819,133. 
In the two other dose 
races, Boston team-mates 
Carlton Fisk and Rick, 
Burleson continue to hold 
narrow leads. Fisk has 
polled 1,414,551 votes to 
1,322,936 for New York's 
Thurman Munson for the 
substantial margins, are 
Minnesota Twins first 
baseman Red Carew, who 
has a league-leading 
1,788,218 votes, and Kansas 
City third baseman George 
Brett with 1,411,802. 
Fans have until July 4 to 
vote for the AL and National 
League teams who will play 
the 48th annual game on 
July 19 at Yankee Stadium. 
Billie Jean's comeback 
foiled by Chris Evert 
LONDON (Ranter) -- 4g-minute destruction of meetings with the 
Chris Ever, of the United King, the 33-yeareld former American-based Czech- 
States crushed compatriot queen of Wimbledon who oslovakian player, but she 
Billie Jean King, 6-1, 6-2, in won the singles title six had the edge in consistency 
the quarter-finals of the times between 1966 and 1975. in a match that Navrat, ova 
women's singles at the Evert showed uncanny• will remember only for t~  
Wimbledon tennis chain- anticipation, which she opportunities he missed. 
p it~ud~i~' ,Mondtiy. ' ............. attribLited to stud~ing the Wade's match against the 
'~=lt"~7~ my best match Styles of her opponents, sixth-seeded Casals was 
ever on grass," said the top- The result was that King closer than the score 
seeded Fort Lauderdale, never managed to_ pass suggests. The British 
Fla., player, who was Evert at the net and even woman produced a string 
simply overpowering. . her well-disguised rop brilliant service returns 
The victory moved Evert, shots had little success, break Casals in the 12th 
the defending champion, TAKES FIRST FIVE 
into a semi-final meeting Evert took the first five 
game and take the first set 
and then held a slight edge 
with Britain's Virginia games of the opening set throughout the second set. 
Wade, the third seed, who with the los of only eight Wade said she was looking 
beat American Rosemary points and wrapped it up in forward to playing Miss 
Casals, 7-5, 6-2. 20 minutes. Evert on Wednesdny and 
The second set was only added: "I think there is a 
Second-seeded Martina slightly less one-sided and, very good chance of ~ all- 
N a v r a t i 1 o v a o t after King had held service British final. Sue Barker is 
Czechoslovakia was ,u~et at 5-1 to prolong the match, playing so well I can see no 
by Betty Stove of the Evert produced a superb reason why she shouldn't 
Netherlands, 9-8, 3-6, 6-1, forehand cresscourt winner get through." . . 
and the Dutch woman now in the next game to lead 40- Barker beat the eigum- 
faces Britain's Sue Barker 30. seeded Reid through her 
in the other semi-final. . In contrast, the two-hour steadier baseline play. She 
Barker disposed_ ot match between Navratilova hit her ground strokes deep 
Australia's Kerry Reid, 6-3, and Stove was riddled with and hard to the corners and 
6-4. mistakes, was always more composed 
It was hard to recall an Stove had won just one of at the pressure points than 
error by Evert during her their e ight  previous her opponent. 
Orioles' coach fills 
Sale prices e f fect ive  ~; / ,~;  / 
June ~ ~ ~  
. ONLY "] :'."'.~1~ ' 
','our  um,'ner proje 
Panels. 
I l~ll~,.~l'~dJl ~ //] ' / I JP~/~/ Planning a building 
v ~IL~l~l~,~ii~r~| i'~1:3 ~'  +~-+-~../.~+~+/ project this summer? 
~ '~ I ~ ! ~ "~"'~;/'~/ See Buildall for your 
" ~  ~ pulY~ p d esa~s? other 
2'x 4" Studs 
A terrific buy - our 
lowest price on this 
framing lumber. 
Clean, new stock, 
ideal for basement rec 
room walls and all 
around home fix up 
projects. While they 31/4 ' and 21/4 "
lastl Common Nails 
50 lb. carton 
.37_ 16E 
Erie ; 
Garden 
W barrow 
Popular compact 
model has 3 cu. ft. 
capacity. Baked 
enamel finish, plastic 
handle grips, all steel 
legs, puncture proof 
tires, Not assembled. 
#909 
187. 
B , ~  A. Level, Die cast 
aluminum 24" long. 
I "'"'"'" .... "t D ~=1~ Also graduated as a 
~,~l J , ' - -  C; ..... ~ I " -  "J I ~ ~ I ~  glass ruler (16ths), Pyrex vials, 
I each 
B. Rafter Square. 24" 
x 2". Has Rafter, 
Brace and Essex ta. 
bles, Octagon and 
Hundredths 
,xmso A q7 
1 each 
C. Comblnatlon 
Square. 12" long. 
Moveable handle with 
I 
S 
~'x4'xS' m m A=, i "  
Tongue and Groove 
%"x4'xS'.' A A" /  I 
Rr sheathing X q '  • 
I M "m" sheet , 
DAP Butyl 
Gutter Sealer 
Stops water damage. 
For aluminum gutter 
_j joints and all metal ap 
joints. Tough, long 
lasting rubber based 
IJ F sealer that assures a 
durable watertight 
, . . . . .  =, seal. er~ 
o .  
k6  
Tapes I. Boy's Axe. 2'/, lb. 
D. #W9210 10' with 28"fiandle 77  
367, 10each 
E. #Y312 12' 27  J. Camper's Axe. Drop 
each forged head, rubber 
grip. 25 oz. 
F. #HSSO so, 17 Leather sheath 
5each 6Yc. 
G. Sandvik Bow Saw. K. Fiberglass Hem- 
21" high frequency mer. Drop forged 
hard tooth blade #331 ~17 head. black rubber 
grip, PVC handle. 16 
l ip each oz. Fully guaranteed 
H. Sandvik Hand Saw. 
26" x 8 pt. Needs very 5~ea~ch - 
little sharpening. I locking screw. 
empty Rangers' slot 4 j, +o 
ARLINGTON, Tex. (AP) 
- -  Billy Hunter, acoach with 
Baltimore Orioles, was 
named manager of Texas 
Rangers Monday. 
Hunter, 49, becomes the. 
Rangers' fourth manager in 
a week. 
Frank Lucchesi, who 
started the season as the 
field boss, was fired last 
Wednesday. He was 
WTT soon to add 
European division 
LONDON (AP) - -  World 
Team Ten~is is going inter- 
national with the formation 
of a six-team European 
division in 1978, the league 
said Monday. 
WIT commissioner Butch 
Buchholtz, making the an- 
nouncement St the All- 
England championships, 
said the identity of the 
teams could not be im- 
mediately disclosed but that 
each franchise was being 
sold for a million dollars 
with headquarters for the 
division in Moscow. 
Larry Kin~, husband of 
tennis tar Billie Jean King 
and founder of the league, 
said four teams are 
committed from eastern 
Europe. It is believed they 
will represent Poland, 
:Hungary, Romania nd the 
Soviet Union. The other two 
teams may represent 
England and France. 
The European division 
will compete from the first 
week of July through the 
last week of August. The 
schedule will include 10 
home and 10 away matches 
for each franchise. 
The European champion 
will enter the WTT playoffs 
or play a series against he 
winner of the two U.S. 
divisions, Buchholtz said. 
European players now 
under contract to American 
teams-- such as Bjorn Borg 
of Sweden, Tom Okker of the 
Nethelands and llie Nastase 
of Romania-- will be 
permitted to play for their 
own countries if they desire 
without indemnity to the 
U.S. teams, the WTT said. 
replaced by Edd|e Stanky, 
who lasted one game--a 
Wednesday night victory 
over Minnesota Twins-- 
before announcing he was 
homesick and heading back 
to Mobile, Ale. The Ran~ers 
then named Connie Ryan, 
their third base coach, as 
interim manager before 
turning the job over to 
Hunter. 
Hunter, a native of 
Punxsutawney, Pa., has 
been the Orioles' third base 
coach since 1964. 
He managed two years in 
the Appalachian League 
with Bluefield in 1962 and 
1963. Bluefield won the 
championship each year. He 
went from Bluefield to 
Baltimore the next year. 
Terms of the contract 
were not made public, but it 
was known that Stanky had 
signed a three-year contract 
worth $225,000. 
Hunter was originally 
signed by Brogklyn Dodgers 
in 1953 and spent parts of six 
seasons in the major 
leagues as an infielder with 
St. Louis Browns. New York 
Yankees, Kansas City A's 
and Cleveland hldians as 
well a,< ~he Udole.-, 
flu ~u;npfled ,, !~:'ellnle 
,2.19 ,v..f~',Igt~ Wtlll li: hoHl,.: 
rtl]l ~ ,::(! 144 I".111~ be ,,'~.i :P. 
Sted-lite 
Jumbo 
Trash Barrel 
t6 gallon capacity 
with lock-tight cover, 
built in grip handl~ 
and moulded verticau 
'ribs for extra strongth. 
Built for Ionglasting 
service, 
5 07 
each 
Canvas Folding "Redwood" 
High Back lawn Citalr Rocker 
Lawn Chair Brightly coloured Tye.Sil Rocker has 
Vinyl chair features chair has high impact high impact molded 
sturdy plastic web- plastic arm rests, plastic slats, 
bing. #313225 
27°  
Caulk ing  Gun 
Ratchet type gun takes 
standard cartridge. 
Convenient pistol grip. 
I t ;  
GSW 
Garbage 
Can 
Galvanized Steel can 
is rust-resistant and 
moisture-proof. Won't 
become brittle or 
crack in freezing 
weather. 
Sted-lite Simm's Simm's 
Rastic Pail  Marathon Leader 18" 
to qt. =pac  for a, 14"Concrete Patio Broom your home clean ups, 
#1138 Broom Made of natural bris- tle. 54" handle. Ideal 
27  Made from solvent re:. for patios, sundecks, 
slstant synthetic fill, basements. 
48" handle. Ideal for 
each garages, service sta- 
tions, patios, etc, 
7" Imperia! 187 3.o41 Broom each 597 each 
Udo Rastic 
Garbage 
Bags 
Plastic garbage bags 
handle isrge volumes 
of outdoor trash. 
Package of 10, 
.77 pkg. 
• 4818: H ighway 16 _West,  Ter race ,  :BC  . . . . .  
8:00 a ,m, , to  6:00 p,rni Men.  to Sat .  ~ : i~ i : ~~ i . i  . . . . . .  : ..... , :  :..~+ Phone  635,6381. 
t b 
, t 
14. Business Personal 
+1 II  
The i~erald, 3212 Kalum Street KILGREN EXCAVATING 
P.O. Box 399 Terrace, B.C Small-cat work, 420JD. 'l~and- 
p~o~+e. 635-~%~- T~race seeping, backfilling, s~ump 
Ph~6"~l 'L~' -KHImat  • remova l ,  clearing. T~'uck, 
Subscription rateS: Single Copy 'tandem axle. Hyab 17' IFlat. 
20 goats; Monthly by carrier 'deck, 20' tandem axle ~ailer. 
Three Dollars (t3.00}. Phone 635.3112. Ask for Wbyne. 
Yearly by mall in Canada .(ctf) 
$40.00. Senior Cithens $20.00 per  
year. 
Yearly by mall outside Canada &BLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
11,51.00. ~efrlgerative Contracting and 
Authorized as second class mall household repairs. Phone 635- 
by the Poet Office Department,. SaT6 or.+38-123L (cft) 
Ottawa and for  payment ef For ell your fruit tree spraying 
postage in cash. needs. Phone 635.3183. (P. 2~ 
aasslfleds due 24 hours prlo~' to  27, 28) 
desired day of publiootlon. $2.00 
for first ,words,  10 cents each. GENERAL 
word thereafter. No refunds on 
.de CARPENTRI • 
Low Rates" 
1. Coming Events  ~NO lob.too big or small,•free 
WelgM Watchers meeting held estimates on remodelling, 
every Tuesday at /p .m,  atthe roofing, porches, siding, 
• Kn0x UnlfiKI Church Hell, 490? painting, spraytex ceiling. 
Lazelle Avenue. Phone 6354094 
Ask for John after 6 p.m. (ctf) 
Terrace Doptlcatlt Orldce Club .'. ' " 
wil l  commence "play each 19 Held Wanted 
• 'be In" ~i~"~lT.~:l i l~'sff~i l~h ' : " '  ; I:AX I DR IV E R] 
School. All br|d~ pley~=, are. Full time, part time. Class 4 
Invited to "aftend. For. Iicence and police pei'rnit 
partnership or Information required. Contact manager, 
phone 635-73.~6. (c t f ) :  T~rrace Taxi - 635-2242. (cff.. 
Thornhill Calorie * Counters 24. Situations Wanted 
meet every Tumday, Thor.hill 
Elementary School, 7:15 p.m. WORK WANTED 
New members welcome from Bulldozing, basement digging, 
Terrace end Thomhlll. landscaping etc. Backhoe Work, 
roto.tilllng, post hole digging 
Loyal Orcler of M00~ Iodge'No. Phone 
lg20, Terrace, B.¢. : 'Meet lng ~d~47112 
held every 2nd and 4th  (eft) 
Thursday every month at 8 p.m. 
Rhone 635.6641. (clf) Babysit In my home at Copper- 
side. Phone 635.4562. 
INCHESAWAY :" (P - 16, 17, 1B, 19, 20} 
CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at S 32. Bicycles, Motorcyc les  
In the Skeena Health Unit. For 
mere Informatlen phone 635: 1973 Yamaha, 350 cc - street 
2B47 or+35-3023, bike. Llkenew. Lessthan 4,000 
' miles. Only $800 Phone 635-3520 
ALCOHOL.IGt+ (P'20) 
: ANONYMOUS 
Monday, Churs.,* Saturday. i 33. For  Sale - Misc. 
: Phone 
; " 6,11"102!' ' • "i: " : Forlate 12x~ loaY Shack. Opt'. 
I ' 635-7tI= to offer. Completely flnlshed. 
• . ....... ,~ Phone evenings 6,1.¢7901. (P. 
n n 32) ,t B.C .  I : l ear t  F0undatio ; J  • 
Memorial Donations may be "~ ~orSale. Annrox 12X16 Good 
• " " • • • - i - r -  * * sent to Terrace Unit, BOx 22 ,_  = ' " ' - - r -a t  Green and rust 
'Terrace, B..C i .  ' ....... ' : :1 ~. •~';nVc'[.~u~derlay • Phone 635." 
; 3241. (P-20,21,22) 
PareMs 
! . in Crisis Victorian oak furniture; side 
Are you making your own life board; chaise lounge and 2 
and your chlldres's miserable? chair set. Chest of drawers with 
mirror..635.1301 (C.20,21,22) 
, P.I.C.'s goal is to help you 
become the loving constructive For Sale: One let unit for a 40 
j parent you really wknt.to be. h~lEvlnrude. Phone 635.7438. 
• All enquiries absolutely . 
cenftdontlal. Phone P~ary or  
John - 635.4419 or Jane .. &15. For Sale: One table saw. one 
4607. (ctf) h.p. Phone +35-2643 after 5 p.m. 
(P.20) 
Karmode Four ~eele.rs For Sale: Garrarp automatic 
Meetings 1st Wednesdayof each turntable with shure, cart. $50. 
month at 8 p.m. In the meeting Industrial router, like new, best 
room at the Sandman Inn. I -or  offer. 16'x x 32'1 x 10'h tent 
complete with mosqu!to screen 
Ibdher Information I~l~e 635. all around and liner tar winter 
~ln. • i ' " '. - "  '. Insulation for 2 wood stoves. Is 
• . ,  ; , '  • : i . , : • ,.+ .Y '  . .  , . .  ~ , ' • . Garage $idg.4g!3¢MiY}~l'A~nue,~:+ ..offor...P,h.one 635.3172. (C-1). 
Seturday Ju~;:~'iO a;m. -Noon. ' =,+.,,,.,--, u,,.,,+,,,,, +*- ,  Hay for Sale: Order now In the 
BgIW I i i i i i 1~+/ i  iww ~lV  i i+ l l l t  .+ +"  ' field or in the barn. Discount 
(p 18) quantity (mixed hay . heavy 
Garage Sale: Power saw, balls) 847-3165 (C.19.1 man.) 
simile and double badl, motor T.V.; Rice ski-suit size; mens 
¢le helmet, eledrlce!, ap- small; Hoover convertable 
onces', diesel, beater stove, vacuum cleaner; call after S 
much more. June 26, from"lO -' ~.m. ¢15.9517. (C.19,20,21) 
4. 4833 Hatllwett. 63~-3,~.(¢- ~ , . . - ,  
18) . Flowering almonds, flowering. 
crabs ready to bloom, lilacs, 
Mestleg -- Terrace B.P..O.E. fruit trees & berry bushes, a 
(Elks Lodge). First end Third broad selection of flowerlng & 
Thursday of month. • O.O,R.P. ornamental trees, shrubs &" 
(Ladles of the Royal .Purple) . evergreens particularly suited 
• Second and Fourth Monday of for our northern climate. 
~k)nth. UPLANDS NURSERY - 
. . . .  where you'll find "The Beauty 
8. Card of Thanks of Nature for your Home." 
Corner of Halliw~ll & Kalum 
. I wish to thank the staff of the RCMP, CFTK, 'Kalum. Cab, Lake Drive in T~rrace. Open 
Terrace Taxi and Mr. glean and , 10+a.m. to 7 p.m. Men. to Sat., 
John Edes of E.T. Kenny Closed Sundays. 635.2603. 
School, and anonymous cal ler  - - 
for their help In locating my For Sale: NCR Cash Reglstor, 
son. Extremely grateful. ,Mrs. B department total, re¢on. 
Sharon Williams. (C.19,20,21) dltlonsd, very reliable type of 
14. Busit ess Personal  machine. Wlnterland General 
• Store, 321g Kalum St. Terrace 
AISLE ELECTRIC LTD. '  635-4636. (ctf) 
Class A Electrical C¢)n- 
tractlng. Free  Estimates. 2" Reluct lumber. $20 per 
Pho~,* ~zs.S176or 631-1:131. L ( ~ I thousand board ft. only. Price 
..... ~ Skeene Fnrest Products. (cff) 
; Webb Refrigeration For some real-bargains In used 
' women's and children's 
4623 SOUCIE 635~2188 ':lothlng, household Items and .' . / : .  
. +oys see the selection at the' 
.. Kltlmat Workshop at 660 W. 
".olumbla St. at Rlverledge 
Autl~orlzed' ~oan 9 to .  4 week. 
Serv lceOepot .  Jays...donations welcomed. 
Repairs to Refrigerators ~. (cft) 
Fren/ers, Washers; D~yers, 
' And RengH I Ins tant  Printing 
(ctf) ( and Photo Copying, 
. + . - ,,,~ 10c  Per  Copy 
Golden Rule:. Odd Jobs for the Totem Press & Stationery 
Joblels. Phone. 635.4535. 3238 4550 A Lekelse Av,~. 
: Kalum. (off) Phone 635.7+112. 
! . (CTF) 
TERRACE 63.5-6357 
I 
33. For  Sale - Misc. 
For Sale top soil and sawdust. 
Call 635-2603. Ask for Kevln. 
(CTF) 
For sale; one stove. Good 
condition, Phone 635.5365 after 
6 .  (eft) 
For Sale, weaner pigs. 635. 
2603. (d f )  
37. Pets  
Registered 2 year old Morgan 
aiding forsale. Nice condition. 
net open to offers. Phone 
+35-2826 after 5 p.m. (C-21) 
38 Wanted Misc .  
Wanted, a rear end for 68 
Mercury V= ton. Phone 638-82t6. 
(ctf) 
Wanted; Tent that sleeps 4 to 
6 peopl-. Also camping 
equipment all In good conditon. 
Phone 635.9323. (eft) 
Wanted to buy. 1800 c.c, 
Mazda or Courier engine or 
truck of same with good engine, 
635-2603. (df) 
Wanted one large safe. Phone 
~8-16130r 635-6861 after 6. (C - 
17, 10, 19, 20, 21) 
39. Boats & Engines 
22' family cruiser, 188 Nero, 
CB, Sounder, hard-top, bulk- 
head, low.hours. New con- 
dltion. Priced to sell. Phone 
Prince Rupert 624-9357. (P- 
(P-20.21,22,1) 
47. Homes for Rent 
For Rent: One bedroom fur- 
nished house in Thernhlll Phone 
635-5775 or 635-5874. (P-19,20) 
For Rent: Available end of 
July, one bedroom house with 
full.basement. Fully furnished. 
Close to Skeena Secondary 
School. Phnne 635.2643. (P-20) 
48. Suites for  Rent 
For ent In Thornhlll. One 
bedroom furnished apartment. 
$140 per month. Singles only. 
Phone 635-2065. (P - 17, 18, 19) 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
Sleeping rooms, housekeepmc 
units, centrally located• Fully 
furnished. Reasonable rates by 
dayor week. Non-drinkers only. 
Phone 635-6611. (ctf) 
i i i ~1 
Suites for Rent 
Keystone  Cour~ 
Apar tments .  Off ice No. 
2-4611 Scoff. One, two 
and three  bedroom 
apar tments .  
635-5224 
3 bedroom Row Housing Suites. 
Full basement, 1V= baths, half 
,~lock from schools, 5 minute 
walk from town..Suitable for 
farrdlles. $250 per month. 6. 
month lease. Apply Suite 108. 
4530 Scott (ctf) 
1 bedroom basement suite in 
executive home. Furnished or 
unfurnished, separate entrance. 
Phone 635.7485. (P-20) 
For Rent: 2 bedroom 
townhouse. Wall to wall carpet, 
frldge and stove. Available. 
July 1st. Phone 635.2409. (P-20) 
For Rent: 2 bedroom basement 
suite, partially furnished. Close 
to town. $175 per month. Phone 
635.44448. (P-20) 
For Rent: ,2 bedroom duplex, 
fridge and stove, $200 per 
month. Phone 635-5397. (P- 
20,21 )
"ClJ"t0n Manor [ 
Furnished or unfurnished studld 
or 1 bedroom apa~'tments. 
Security enterphone. Phone 
] 
~tf 635-4321 _j 
For rent July 1st, 2 bedroom 
suite. Frldge and stove. Cen. 
trally located. No pets. 635.947~. 
(sit) " 
CEDAR P'LAC E 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Walsh Avenue 
Suite 113 
Ter race ,  B.C. 
635-7056 
New 1, 2 and 3 bedroom suite~ 
tor rent. Frldge, stove, 
dr~,~.,.~, carpet, rec area, 
.',~'," ;-,J pool table, with 
r,~+::u,'.i~ ~:: h~rohone and 
~::'..;,i+ ~'.~'.:.. ,! ;~* ;lo pets. 
i i  I 
48. Suites for  Rpnt 
For Rent: 3 bedroom tully 
furnished trai ler, washer, 
dryer, carpeted throughout. 
4347 Kofoed Dr. $250 month. No 
singles. No animals. Phone 635. 
'~482. (C- 18, 19, 20) 
49. Homes for  Sale 
2 Bedroom house on cement 
foundation with unfinished 
extenflon. On one acre. Low 
taxes. Close to town. Phone 635. 
7586. (P.16) 
For Sale: 3 bedroom house with 
Fenced and landscaped with 
garden plot. Low taxes near 
school. Priced to sell at $26,500. 
Phone 635.280+. (P.19,20,21,22) 
BYOWNER 
A u~lque home with stained 
glass windows, 3 bedrooms, a 
finished basement, with wet 
,bar, 2 natural stone fireplaces, 
'children's playground and 
greenhouse. 
Drive by 
4818 Halllwell 
or phone' 
638-1403 
For Sale 3 bedroom pan.abode 
on 10acresofland. 2 fireplaces, 
w - w carpet, full basement and 
spiral staircase, skylight, 
carport. Land Is partially 
cleared. On pavement. Priced 
to sell. $65,000. Phone 
645-4454 
after 6 p.m. 
5 year old 2 bedroom, 950 sq. ft. 
homeon Kalum Lake Oriveon 2 
acres. For more Information 
call 635-7836. (C S) 
HOBBY FARM 
12x56 mobile home I,and 12x56'. 
complete addition containing 3. 
bdrms., fireplace & wall towal!; 
carpet on V~ acre on school bus 
run. Fenced and landscaped,'. 
green house, chicken house, 
complete with chickens, large 
garden area,'Small fruits, berryl 
bushes and fruit trees. Open to; 
all reasonable offers. Call 635,. 
• between 7 and 10 p.m. and 
ends. (stf) 
FOR SALE: 
3 bedroom modular home, 
Full basement on 2 acres 
$34,900 
Phone 635.3469 
or 
679-3961 
(ctf- Ju, Jul) 
THE ANSWERTOTHE 
HIGH COST OF HOUSING 
A beautiful Domfab home, 
completely packaged for $16,000 
delivered to your lot (assembly 
optional). Exclusive Colorflt 
System. These luxurious homes 
Include solid oak kitchens, wall. 
to-wall carpets, sliding patio 
doors, mahogany Intorlor trim. 
Outstanding architecture. 
Savings and features that will 
delight you. Standards far 
exceed minimum CMHC and 
NHA requirements. A 
reasonable lot available for- 
$9,500 In the Thor"hill area. 
Send two dollars for our colou= 
brochure. 
Ed Carder, Authorized 
Dealer 
Minstrel Island, B.C. V0P 
1LO 
(I)-22) 
51. Business Locations 
For Rent: Street level offlcssor 
retail space, wlth small self- 
contained apartment behind. 
Phone 635.2425 anytime. (CTF- 
F)" 
OFFICE SPACE 
FOR LEASE ' 
,800 sq. ft. downtown Terrace. 
Smaller areas available. 
635-4636 
(ctf) 
52. Wantedto  Rent 
Wanted to Rent One bedroom 
suite or apartment In Kltlmat. 
Telephone Brian at Kltlmat 
Herald 632.5706 or leave 
telephone number. (STF( 
57. Automobi les  
For Sale: 1975 GMC Sierra 15 
Open to reasonable offers. 635- 
5367 after 6. (P.19,20) 
1972 510 Datsun automatic. 
condition. Radial summer an(: 
winter tires. Radio, tape deck. 
Low mileage. Phone 635.5979. 
'C.19,21,22) 
1973 Datsun 1600 with various 
ww parts, $1500. Phone 638.1426 
after 5:30 p.m. (P. 18, 19, 20, 21, 
22) 
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57. Automobi les  
| i 
+30lcls 98 4.door hard top. 
Excellent condition, Sl000, 63 
Chev pickup, 396 rebuilt engine 
$800. View at 4718 Halllwell, 
Terrace (C.20,21,22,1,2) 
55 Chev. 2 door post, with many 
extras. Phone Doug 635-4209 ( P- 
20) 
1961 MGA 1~00 Roadster, ex- 
cellent condltlon, $1750 +35.1301 
((:.20,21,22) 
1969 Ford I/~ ton F100, Va, 
Standard, tapedeck, $975 OBO 
Phone 635-9356 aria; 5. (C- 
20,21,22) 
1974 Javelin, V8, auto, $1800 
Phone 635.3520 (P-20) 
1973 Blazer, K35, PB, PS, 
hoevy-duty equipment, radials, 
27,000 miles, good condition. 
Phone Mike or Dave. 635-3955, 
(P.20,21,22) 
For sale 1971 Ford pick.up and 
1971 Pontiac, v.8, auto tran. 
smlsslon. Phone635-9746. (C .  
21) 
For Sale 1913 Mazda B 1800 
pick-up. Also perlrlally com. 
Idetod one man sailboat. Phone 
635.3741. (P . 17, 18, 19, 20) 
1973 Ford crew cab. 1973 Fm u 
3 ton pick-up, 1970 Ford f.100, 
1972 Datsun pick-Up. Call 635. 
5636 or view at 2609 skeena St. 
(cff) 
68 Bronco, A.1 condition. 4 
wheel drive. Asking $2,100.00. 
+35.6911. (C 20) 
1975 Comet GT, 23,000 mlles, 
mags and radlals; 635.4365 (P- 
19,20,21,22,1) 
58. Mobi le  Homes 
12 x ~ Elmonte. 3 bedroom, 
separate utility room. Set up In 
local trailer court. Moving, 
must sell. Nk~ke an offer 635. 
5817. (C - 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 
22, 1.) 
Frldge and stove. New living 
room carpet. 3 bdrcom. 
$7500.00 Call 635J486. (C. 
19,20,21,22,1 } 
For SaleG I0'x50" Sierra 2 
bedrooms. Fully furnished, with • 
washer and dryer. Set up and 
skirted in town. Phone 635.6759. 
( P-20,21,22,1,2) 
For Sale: 1975 Vista-Villa 
trailer, 12'x68' located Terrace 
Trailer Court. Phone +38.1464 
days. 635.3615 nights. (C-7) 
v!  
66. Rec. Vehicles 
8 '  Camper with" Icebox. $1300 
+35-S826 (P.20,21) 
1972 Security Camper 8' Ex- 
cellent condition, large roof 
rack, 3 way frldge, furnace. 
Also 1955 Crown Victoria with 
with sun roof, for more In. 
formation Phone 638-1947 after 
6. (P.7) 
68. Legal  
Tenders ca l l  for School 
District No. 92. Nlshga proposed 
Renovations to Board Office, 
New Alyansh B.C. 
General • tenders are 
requested from contractors for 
renovatlens and alternation to 
the existing old two class day 
roomsl Talt Street, New 
Alyensh. 
Plans available at School 
District No. 92 oftlces, 4548 
Lakelse, Terrace, B.C. Phone 
635.9101. 
"rhe date for Tenders to be 
submitted has been extended to 
July 5, 1977 
J~mn G McMyrm0e 
Sac. Treasurer 
of School Dlstrl~. Ha. 92 
4548. Lakelee Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
ASSESSMENT AUTHORITY 
Return for Quotation 
Gotatlons are Invited for 
janitorial services at: 
B.C. Assessment Authority 
Northwest Area Assessment 
Office 
4544 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
Request for quotation and 
specification forms may be~ 
obtained from: Area Assessor. 
B.C. Assessment Authority, 
Terrace, B.C. during normal 
workllXi hours. 
Quotation Closes 
July 18~ 1977 
(C-19, 20, 21( 
1 
Cajuns, descendants of 
Acadian refugees, have a 
mixed white, Ind;~n and 
Negro ancestrv ? '":V ~;~(~ in 
the U ~. ,,/~. ~,,,"..c.."'~'~ 
FrevcL -Canad ian  ~c!k 
cusLoms. 
COMMONS DEBATE 
] 
Opposition wants sly 
on UIC premium ccst 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  
Progressive Conservative 
and New Democratic Party 
MPs urged the government 
today to give par- 
liamentarians a.greater say 
in the premium rates that 
employers and workers pay 
to the unemployment 
insurance fund. 
In proposed amendments 
to the government's new 
• unemployment insurance 
bill, the two opposition 
parties suggested ifferent 
degrees of parliamentary 
control over the rates. 
The rates now are set by 
the federal unemployment 
insuranee commission and 
announced outside the 
Commons by the manpower 
minister, currently Bud 
Cul]en. 
During Commons debate, 
Lincoln Alexander (PC-- 
Hamilton West) proposed 
that ' the  minister be 
required to announce the 
rates in the Commons and 
account to MPs fornany 
increase or other change. 
MPs would be allowed to 
question the minlster. 
John Rodriguez (NDP-- 
Nickel Belt) proposed that 
the rates be subject to 
formal approval by MPs. 
But Alexander said MPs 
may not have the technical 
expertise to make the right 
judgment. 
Tommy Douglas (NDP-- 
Nanaimo-Cowichan-The 
Islands) said Canadians 
should be appalled a t  the 
government for "taking 
money, out of their pay 
cheques" without consulting 
Parliament. 
'TAX ON WORKERS' 
He.called the premiums 
"a tax on the workers of this 
country." 
The  cur rent  
unemployment insurance 
Another 
break-in 
reported 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Reports 
of a second break-in at a 
le f t -wing Montreal news 
agency prompted renewed 
calls Monday for an inquiry 
onto the' RCMP. 
Just ice Minister Ron 
Basford told the Commons 
that a letter was sent to 
former solicitorgeneral 
Warren Allmand regarding 
the second break-in. 
But he was unable to say 
outside the House when the 
letter was sent. Neither 
Allmand nor Solicitor- 
General Francis  Fox 
attended the Commons 
Monday. 
Walter Baker, Opposition 
House leader, asked 
Basford to confirm reports 
that the second break-in--in 
October, 1973, was to 
establish wiretaps in the 
Agence de Presse libre du 
Quebec (APLQ) offices. 
Baker asked ff the RCMP 
was involve~ as in the first 
break-in andnif Allmand 
knew of the break-in before 
or after it took place. , 
Basford said he would 
refer the matter to Fox. 
For more than a week, 
Opposition MPs have been 
calling for an inquiry into 
another break-in October, 
1972 at the news agency. 
GIVEN PARDON 
RCMP participated in 
that raid and a semor officer 
recently pleaded guilty to 
entering the APLQ offices 
without a search warrant. 
He was given an 
unconditional pardon. 
Prime Minister Trudeau 
has insisted that the break- 
in was an isolated incident. 
But NDP Leader Ed 
~,-t~cq,h: ..' ~ ":,',!,) ]~'1','~'Y4~ ,' '.~YI' 
U'.('rc. ~,,;, , 'C[c:~r p;~ ".:~.tt= ' t,[ 
~,Jeh early!rE by pohce. 
Pmsremium rate per $100 amendments :; scheduled ured earnings is $1.50 for later in the cla . 
employees and $2.31for em- Other  an endments  
ployers, include a prop( ;at by Lorne 
The rate, effective last Nystrom (NY,p--Yorkt.on 
January, was a reductinn Melville) to lower the 
from previous rates and was retirement age ~f chairman 
designed to leave $250 of the boards of referees 
million in the economy to who hear uner~ iloyment in- 
surance appea~ •to ~ from stimulate purchasing power 
and create jobs. 
MPs made their proposals 
as debate on a lengthy series 
of amendments to the 
gwiOVernment's new bill was 
nding down. A vote on the 
75. 
Cullen saic he would 
reject the prop ~al because 
the retirement age of all 
judieial and I Jasi-judicial 
appointees i 7 . 
It's Never Too Soor To 
Meet Future In-laws 
By Abigail Van Buren 
© 1977 by ,  The  Ch icago  Tr lbune .N .Y .News  5ynd .  Inc .  
DEAR ABBY: Our only son, Sammy, is ~ wonderful 
young professional man who practices in ~1~ ~1~ .  ]~-~j; 
..... recenrJy~becdm~:engaged to ,a.girl who liW"wnek~'~B~ 
practices. We have met her and think she's a nice young 
woman, but we're wondering what kind of family she 
comes from. 
Sammy telephoned last week, saying he wan sd to bring 
the girl and her mother here to meet us. I disco ~raged him, 
saying it was too soon--that I preferred to wai until after 
summer to have them here. 
Today he called again to say they are cot ingl I was 
shocked to think that this girl and her mothe would sot 
aside formalities and come without my persons invitation. 
(I'm sure they pressured Sammy into it.) 
Of course I~l be hospitable, but what do y,u think of 
people who would come withouta personal inv ation from 
the hostess? 
WG NDERING 
DEAR WONDERING: After a couple has mmounced 
their engagement, it is never "too soon" for thf families to 
meet. (In fact, it'e customary to meet BEFORI ) I romped 
you aren't oo keen on Sammy's glrl; your pr terence to 
"wait" reveals your reluctonee to accept her 
If you don't want to lose your "wonderful on," you'd 
better mellow fast, Mother, and forgo the "f rmaUties." 
DEAR ABBY: My boyfriend asked me i he could 
borrow my car, so I said okay. (His was in t te shop.} 
When he brought it back I noticed a cignrett butt  with 
lipstick on it in the ashtray. I asked him how i got there, 
and he said he didn't know. 
Do you believe it's possible that he doesn't k. ow how it 
got there? Or do you think he's lying to me' 
Your answer is very important to me, so pit me give it 
some thought, 
HURT 
DEAR HURT: One swallow doesn't make a ~ ~rlng, mad 
one dgarette butt shouldn't necessarily han~ amu.  I 
would have te know more about your boyfxie d and his 
record of reUeb;I;ty before expressing an opb, ion. 
DEAR ABBY: Can you stand one more lette: about he 
mockingbird? (A man signed DESPERATE co Idn't bear 
to hear the song of a mockingbird because hi: wife who 
loved the bird had died.) 
It wasn't a mockingbird's song that broke m ' heart. It 
was the sweet fragrance of the honeysuckle theft grew on 
our back fence. Every time my husband wot 'd cut the 
grass, he'd pull a sprig of it, place it in his back ocket and 
whiff it every few moments. 
Then my husband ied suddenly. When I bu ied him, I 
buried the father of my two small sons, my •over, my 
teacher and my devoted companion. 
During the furst few months after his death, t was hot 
and humid, and the whole yard was heavy with the 
fragrance of honeysuckle. It seemed to follow m, wherever 
I went. Of course, it reminded me of him. 
Many people have told me to cut that honeys clde bush 
down, but as it grows, so do I. My memories o him shall 
never die. 
STIL. TRYING 
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teea-age~ W=nt to 
Know," send $I to Abigail Van Buren, IS2 1 inky Dr., 
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Pleue enclom a Io~,  
eslf.|ddressed0 stamped (24~) envelope, 
LEASE OWN 
Before you buy, Investigate the advantages of t. Is rent to 
own plant. All monies paid. Apply to purchase. First and 
last month rent and drive away. O.A.C. 
77. F250 $125 per roD. 
76.Econollne$114per roD. 
77 F100 I/~ ton. $108 p r roD. 
also 
:0, :,ed c :~, ~ m.a ;~ :..ck~ I~!. br.~)~e from. Call colle4 298-4416. 
;~. 1.3 
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ATUR E $ 
by Brant parker and Johnny hart 
================================================================= 
Crossword 
Your individual 
Horoscope 
B ~ C  e: 
i rchie 
z HAVE..A O~LEI" 
CALL ~ AN~(;NE 
/ 
,! 
) 
I~#J 
1 
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,by johnny •hart 
AND THOSE SCENTS 
COSl" GUlTE A FEW 
) 
Hagar the Horrible by Dik Browne 
Z HERESY KdI~I4T 
I 
go%/TALI<: Ai~OLIT BEI~I~ 
IN "I ,I ~ RI®HT PLACE AT 
"r~lE Fzt~H-r TJh~E/ 
Boner's Ark 
~- Wh~ .~E T~OUGRT VOl.) WERE~'~ WHERE 14AVE Y ,UAG~P-P ~ r 
'by Addison 
( ~ow W~eF~E pip ~ ~e W~,~3 
~ C IVERBOA 
The Amazing SPIDER-M, J'J 
Catfish , , ,= ,e  (Ft.) 6Caucho 28--Alamos .Accentuate he positive in Planetary inf luences 
by Rog Bollen s7 Burden ~I -- cream tree 29 Diminished your thinking ifyou wouldmake beneficent, generally spon- 
18 Clergyman's 55 Modern 7 Secures 30 Rather than the real advancement possible soring new advances. A chance here to exercise your girt of 
now. Routine activities may be enterprise, which Is eon- 
bepplly supplemented by some siderable. 
R ~  seat Persia 8 Loose lava 31 Father 
~ ~  ~ 20 Paste Avg. solution time: 22 min. 36 Man's - - .  ~ . . . , - - , . . . , .~ . .~ l  ~ . - . .~ , - - i  ~ I THEY ~ ~  ~ TI-IE ~ IEX~I:::>~II 22 Speck pointed new interests. 
IU IS IE IP I  I INIEIDIEINEI 3"/Scamper (May 22 to June 21) ~ (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) "~',=~=l 
~ ~ H-  ~.- ~ ~ ~ - ~ _  ~.~_~ ~ ~_= t . . . , _  1 24 Without ~ ~  38 Mideast Favorable aspects timulato You rarely muddle through 
I spirit language originality and some chance- filings in inefficient fashion, but 
27 Not well IB!A!TITIE!I ~ IT I  I I A I  41 Prefix: not taldng -- IF reasonable. Don't may now tend to be indifferent,  l  lll]ll t ! ""--"CAN~g°°utonthepr°verblallimb' carelessinw°rd°rdce(LCurh.l.~, 32 Artificial IAI I ILISII)~ICIEI~SI parts ~,wevm~, and DO avold ex- such ~c~natlons. 
: language ~ ~ 43 Skink PISCES ~ 
33 Girl's name 44 Neat (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) " '~:~.  
. 34 Biblical IZl I IP~31UII ~l~_mOIBI I / 46 Buddhist (June 22 to July 23) ~ Certain suggestions must be 
~" ruler IA]CIHIEI~)IUITILIAISI~ISI church Tentatively reject un- ignored; others accepted 
(o-~ ;~f.e~,~ -.. 35 House and ~ ~ 47 Man's name eertainties - - until you have .quickly, put to discerning use. 
Senate 48 Unit of 
38 Scored in force 
tennis Answer to yesterday's puzzle 51 Wood sorrel 
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IGC-BGMH-TES HGMEEB ETTF-  
GS YTVAYME AC N IAY 'FB  YTN-  
VGIAYN 
Yesterday's Cryptaqulp -- WE WILL OFTEN FIND OUR 
FORTUNE IN DUTIFUL LIF~: 
1977 King Features Syndicate, Inc. 
Today's Cryptoqulp clue: S equals D 
more facts and a better 
guarantee of success. Ask 
counsel of well-informed per- 
SOILS, 
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 
You may run into unexpected 
opposition, SOme rough areas. 
Be ready, take all with your 
innate co;nrnon sense, and try 
sil the harder to achieve wor- 
thwhile objectives, 
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 
You are inclined to be ex- 
tremely critical of others, but 
the shoe may be on the other 
foot now. Don't be resentful. 
Listen -- and learn! 
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 
Unique ideas, thoughtfully 
lxesented -- and at the right 
time - -  could bring new gains 
now. A good period, also for 
making long-range plans. scomo 
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 
Channel efforts where they 
will serve advantageously, 
TherJghtchoicescanresultina 
field day. 
YOU BORN TODAY are an 
extremely sensitive, com- 
passionate and responsive 
individual, devoted to home, 
family and friends. You tend to 
be jealous and overpoeaessive 
with loved ones, however, and 
should try to curb these traits 
since they tend to "strangle" 
the very ones whose affection 
you crave. You have a lively 
imagination and a delightful 
sense of humor;/would make ~an 
excellent writer or entertainer. 
You could also succeed in the 
law-- especially of the criminal 
variety -- but, ff not attracted to
any of the aforementioned 
fields, may find your greatest 
happiness in science -- 
especially medicine. Your 
affinity for the uulmown and the 
untried, coupled with your 
investigative mind, would 
make you a brilliant detective. 
Birthdate of: Henw VIII of 
England. 
SCHOOL'S  OUT 
Stock up on Summer 
reading 
- A l l  Children's Books 10 percent off 
. All Teen Books 10 percent off 
All Fiction Books 10 percent 
SOMETHING GOOD 
The Cryptoquip s a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals'O, it 4617 Lazelle Ave. 
will equal O throughout he puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating J u ne 2 ? & 3 0 - July 2 
vowels. Solution is accomplished bytrial and error. "" :" ":, w.~. -~ '  ~" " 
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SHOOT~O~ THE STARS 
oiJco & THE ~ 
~OU.W~00 S~ARES 
"DAYS OF OUR LIVES 
oocroaS.' 
~ER WORm 
11~1~ s O'CLOCK MOVIE: 
-,,'114e PAaTY GIRU' . 
'~RY RmTMAN 
NEWS "" 
NBC NeWS 
"~Tn.e nm(o~rr 
bJA~E THAT TUNE 
' l~t ~ BLACI¢' 
MR. DRE$$UP 
~%~NgE "REST 
11:30 J~o'r "HN 
BOB McLEAN SHOW 12:00 I' "l~bN Nears, 
CI~C NEWS ADAM 1] 
'WILD KINGDOM 
DEATH VALLEY nAYS 
ALL IN THE FAMILY 
"EDGE OF NIGH1", 
'TAKE'3) " 
CELEBI~IT? "cooi(s~" 
JT/S YOUk cHOICE ' 
HI DIIX)LE DAY 
HERITAGE 
ROOM', 5:30 
NGuR~.~ss 6:00 
6:30" 
tlrrLa HOUSE o~ 7:00 
PRAIRIE 7:30 
BARNEY MIIJ.ER 8: 00 
M.A.S,H. 8 : 30 ".SHEEP 
"POt.ICE WOMAN 
I~I.ICl! STORY 
,NEWS 
~-R~WSHOV/ 
FAWL1Y TOWERS 
ONTARIO CONST. coN- 
Fr'~,=NCE 
114E FINAL SOLUTION 
~E NATIONAL 
NIGHT FINAL 
9:00  ONE DAY AT ),' TIME 
9:30 DAVID STEINBERG 
I0:00 KOJAK 
10:30 
11:30 
12:00 ms I.Are SHOW. 
,1 , .  of IN¢'  
10:30 
I1:00 
12:30 
1:00 
1:30 
2:00 
2:30 
3:00 
3:30 
4:00 
4:30 
S:00 
'JEIIJ4 CANNEM S l~ ,~EXI~LORII~'OUk'~IATi~: 
"OFFINITIOG MUSIC PLACE 
t:Jm" IMPRESSIONS ¢~KIN~ MUSIC 
MOVIE MATINEE| 
ZEBRA WINGS 
:sower soclsW 
i 
VALUES & MORALITY 'THE' GOOD t 
EMERGENCY 
'ELECTRIC CO. 
NEWSHOUR LOOM 
BIG BLUE MARBLE 
"BOBBY VINTON LEHRER REPORT 
IHAWAI I FIVE.4~ DOCEMENTARY 
- -  SHOWCASE " 
JUUff 
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'INFINITY.FA¢'. 
ELEC~rRIC CO. 
"'1 
EXPLORERS 
SELF INC. 
WHY 
MAKING MUSIC 
"~E$~ STREET 
NINE'S JOURNAL 
MONW PYI"HON 
MAGTIME 
THE STAGES OF PRESTON 
JONES.._ 
LATI NO CO~__u~R..11t~ 
FRIENDL.YGIANI" 
9:00 
10:00 
ROMPER ROOM 
KAREEN'S YOGA - " 
}ESA~S~EET . . . .  
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• where your unusual talents are by Eugene Sheffer Frances Drake recognized and appreciated. 
ACROSS 39 Promissory 56 Actual 9 Ascetic FOR TUESDAY, Don't be led off a consiructive 
1 Sting note being 10 Son of Tros, JUNE28,1977 course 
5 Grimace 40 Gielgud 57 Son of the founder SAGrI'rARIUS .X_.d~ 
(slang) or Eden q Jacob of Troy ARIES 
8 Punished 42 Obliquely 58 sugar 11 Hardy (Mar. 21 to'Apr. 20) e ~  (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) -- The Sagittarlan is noted for 
(Bib.) 45Overjoyed DOWN heroine Despite possible obstacles, his generosity, but don't let 
12 Woodwind 49 Manorial 1 Knob or 19 Exclamation you could win many benefits excessive sympathy or 
instrument court stud 21 Scotch cap from this day's efforts. Take emotions divert your altruism 
13 Spanish 50 King 2 Skilled 24 Facial steps to launch long-range into dubious causes. Use good 
hurrah Arthur's 3 Route twitch programs, to complete un- judgmenL 
14 Cabbage- lance 4 Befall 25 Fuss finished tasks, .. _. . . .~ CAPRICORN 
like plant" S2 Flock 5 Coin into 26 Nicknames TAURUS ~J~ '  (Dec, 22to Jan, 20) 
15 Lath 53 Sharp money (slang) (Apr. 21 to May 21) 
